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LETTER FROM THE D I R E c T 0 R 

n this Murphy Reporter, we report on the 
work of our National Student Advertising 
Competition Team (NSAC) solving an 
important and complex campaign challenge 
presented by the American Advertising 

Federation. The NSAC campaign process begins 
with a case study from a corporate sponsor and a 
real-world problem. Many campuses around North 
America 1nake this part of a senior campaigns 
course, but not at Minnesota - students here take on this challenge 
as an extracurricular commitment. We provide a faculty adviser, 
but the achievement belongs entirely to the students. 

More than 150 teams compete across 15 districts. They come 
from business schools, design schools, advertising depart
ments and strategic communication programs, such as ours. 
Competition is fierce and in recent years Minnesota has 
landed in the national finals more frequently than any other 
program. 

The NSAC competition has tremendous value as an educa
tional opportunity because it requires sophisticated situation 
analysis; original research, both qualitative and quantitative; 
deep analysis of the communication environment and the 
target audience; clearly defined media strategy; strategic in
sight coupled with a carefully defined creative execution; and 
detailed budgeting, evaluation and superb presentation skills. 

In 2009, our students came up witl1 a brilliant campaign and 
demonstrated their capacities to work effectively in close col
laboration against tight time constraints. The caliber of their 
work led to an unprecedented opportunity to actually launch 
the campaign in 2010 with funding from The Century Council, 
the sponsoring organization. I tl1ink you'll agree the work done 
by our students is groundbreaking. You can experience the 
campaign in more detail at theotherhangover.sjmc. umn.edu. 

Elsewhere in this issue we highlight another of our except
ional student opportunities. Imagine walking into a class 
with 30 other students not knowing the backgrounds, inter
ests and capabilities of your classmates but knowing that in 
the course of the next 15 weeks you'll develop a new magazine 

concept, organize yourselves into all the roles necessary to 
create and edit a magazine and bring it to production both for 
a print platform and for the Web. I invite you to see for your
self how our students are meeting this challenge by logging 
onto refuge.umn.edu and blur-mag.com. These sites include 
PDF versions of the print publications and offer opportuni
ties to experience Web-only content. I believe it is important 
to acknowledge that our students are able to take on projects 
allowing them to develop these sophisticated managerial, 
planning and storytelling capabilities because of the produc
tion funding provided by the Milton L. Kaplan Memorial 
Fund, a permanent endowment supporting magazine editing 
and production in the school. This is an excellent example of 
how gifts to the school directly enrich the learning environ
ment and help students launch their careers. 

We are very proud of our students' accomplishments and 
continue to look for ways to provide them with the mix of 
academic and professional opportunities to prepare them for 
their futures. If you glance at the Alumni Notes section, you 
will see ample evidence of our recent grads' successes in start
ing their careers or entering a graduate program for further 
study. 

Best, 

ALBERT R. TIMS, Director 
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The Other 

over 
BY PEGGY J. RADER 

Michelle Gross doesn't remember the exact details, but the School 

of Journalism and Mass Communication graduate student 

knows there was an electric moment when someone said, "That's 
it! The other hangover! " 

The SJMC's 2009 campaign entry for the National Student 
Advertising Competition (NSAC) was starting to come together 

after months of research, surveys and focus groups, but did not 

yet have its hook. The NSAC client, The Century Council, wanted 

an anti-binge drinking campaign aimed at college students. 

Everyone on the student team, including Gross, had been using 

"the other hangover" as a shorthand phrase reflecting that their 

research found students aren't deterred by the idea that heavy 

drinking can lead to a physical hangover but also really don't like 

the idea that heavy drinking could have a social cost- another 
kind of"hangover." 

Once they realized their shorthand was the hook, The Other 

Hangover campaign found its focus . Last fall, the campaign 

became reality and proceeded to sweep through the University of 

Minnesota campus as an actual campaign against binge drinking. 

When The Other Hangover was submitted as a NSAC entry, 

it went all the way to national finals but lost out on an award 

because of technicalities during the presentation. But it earned 

recognition more impressive than a trophy when The Century 

Council contacted the university in late 2009 with the offer of a 

$75,000 grant to develop and implement the proposed campaign 
for the university's Twin Cities campus. 

While evaluation on the effectiveness of this innovative, 

"disruptive" ad campaign won't be completed until late winter, 

Student models- including NSAC members Laura Rask, Lauren Fink and Fiona Severson- pose for 
photographs shot by NSAC's creative director, Lauren Sudbrink. The photos ran in promotional materials 
ranging from bus shelter ads and billboards to smaller posters and bar coasters. 

all indications are that the focus has found 

its mark. It created such a buzz on campus 

that the campaign team was dealing with 

disappearing collateral that, according 

to anecdotal reports, was ending up on 

apartment and dorm room walls. 

The campaign launched in September 

2010 and immediately began to garner 

local media attention that spread to 

national media coverage. The campaign 

used a billboard in Stadium Village, bus 

stop ads, sidewalk clings, mirror clings 

for public bathrooms and dormitories, 

giveaways at football games, newspaper 

ads and even coasters for local bars and 

restaurants. In addition, a vigorous social 

media campaign played out on Facebook. 

The billboard featured a man with a 

pitcher of beer in one hand, grabbing for 

a woman with the other. Disgust is clear 

on the woman's face. "Before you got 

wasted you weren't known as The Creep," 

the billboard message read. "Humiliation: 

The Other Hangover." In a similar vein, 

one of the posters showed a woman who 

clearly has had too much to drink slumped 

on the floor as a party goes on around her. 

The headline read: "A few drinks before, 

they thought you were fabulous . Shame: 

The Other Hangover." 

When the ads were tested with focus 

groups, 91 percent agreed that the 

message was more "relatable" than other 

ads promoting responsible drinking, and 

89 percent agreed the campaign was better 

designed for college students than other 

messages. Almost 80 percent said they 

think less of people who display negative 

behaviors because of excessive drinking. 

The concept was born from the thorough 

marketing r~search by the NSAC team that 

took much of the academic year. What the 

'The Other Hangover' 
great opportunity for 
professional growth 

I joined the National Student Advertising 
Competition team in fall 2008, hopeful it 
wou ld provide me with a real-world advertising 
experience I desperately needed. Looking back, 
it trumped every expectation I ever had. Along 
the way, I've had the privilege of working 
with more than 30 talented NSAC students in 

generat ing the core insights that led to The 
Other Hangover. co-advised eight undergraduate 
students in imp lementing the campaign, and 
developed and led a large-scale quantitative 
campaign evaluation. To sum up my involvement 
with The Other Hangover as a "learning 
experience" would not encapsulate the impact 
or degree to which this project has strengthened 
me as a professional and individual . 

Each phase of the campaign brought new 
challenges and transformed me in different 
ways . Campa ign development showed me 
the importance of team synergy in promoting 
a productive atmosphere . Camaraderie, 
commitment and perseverance were key 
ingredients that held the team together and 
led to us creating a successfu l campaign 
strategy. A spec ial shout-out must be given to 
the three NSAC presidents- jeanine Lilke. Erin 
Lamberty and Danielle Ouellette - who were 
each dedicated to pushing our team harder. 
compell ing us to be superior in every regard . 

Whi le my team members graduated and 
secured jobs in advertis ing, I opted to pursue 
a master's degree through the School of 
journalism and Mass Communication. I was 
exhilarated when we unexpectedly won a grant 
to implement The Other Hangover on campus . 
Even more. I was among the only orig inal 
campaign members sti ll hanging around Murphy 
Hall; as a graduate student, I was in a unique 
position to help advise a new team of students 
in bringing the strategy to life. 

Transfer(ing the intensity and connection of 
the campa ign strategy to a new generation of 
future advertisers and adapting the campaign 
to match the environment and budget was a 
battle in itself Waist-high in media contracts, 
printing vendors, creative specs. financial 
transactions and legal documents, we all quickly 
learned the power and importance of leverag ing 
networks and resources to accomp li sh goa ls. 

It is difficult to pinpoint the most rewarding 
part of this experience; giving media pitches and 
live interviews certa inly top the charts. The real 
moments of sat isfact ion have been watch ing 
students not only react to our messages, but 
also interact with and seek out our campa ign. 

While the process has been long, intense, and 
at some points downright overwhelming, I am 
thankful I had the opportunity in the end. It 
provided me with confidence that I can leverage 
my ski ll s and accompli sh anything with desire 

and hard work. -Michelle Cross 



Danielle Ouellette, president of the National Student Advert ising Club 's 200 8-09 team, left , presents 
the idea for The Other Han gover with NSAC member Alex Regner. 

team discovered .was that previous public 

service campaigns aimed at college-age 

drinkers were missing the mark - either 

because they warned against the physical 

impacts of drunkenness that were easy 

to brush off by 20-somethings or they 

focused on extreme consequences that 

students thought seemed unlikely to 

occur. 

"The Other Hangover is a unique public 

service campaign for two reasons," says 

Nathan Gilkerson, a Ph.D. student in mass 

communication who, along with Gross, 

led the implementation team of eight 

undergraduates. "First, it is a student

driven campaign, and second, it was a 

completely different approach to reducing 

binge drinking. Students see it as honest. 

It's supposed to trigger self-reflection." 

Gross, now an M.A. student in mass 

communication, is the only one from the 

original team to continue her involvement 

through the campaign's implementation 

last fall, mainly because other members of 

the team graduated and left campus. She 

found it rewarding to see the campaign 

come full circle. 
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"It was great to have been in on it at 

the beginning and then to help with 

the launch and the evaluation," she 

says. "It's been an excellent experience. 

It's also been great because we have 

received overwhelming support from the 

university administration and the faculty." 

The students on the implementation 

team earned one credit for their work as 

part of a summer internship course. 

Two of the undergrad students who 

were involved said that everyone who 

helped pull the campaign together feels 

like it's going to be an important part of 

their portfolios. Dan Lans decided to get 

involved because of his interest in public 

health and a desire to see how an ad 

campaign involving public health issues 

would work. 

"The biggest thing I learned is how 

organized you have to be to make 

everything work," he says. "This was a 

first time for everybody, and a lot of the 

time we were just scrambling to get things 

done. It was a lot of responsibility." 

The Other Hangover: The Teams 
Nathan Gilkerson, graduate instructor and project adviser 
Michelle Gross, graduate student and project co-adviser 

The launch team 2008·2009 NSAC 
Rachel Armstrong team members 
Lauren Fink jake Achterhoff 
Hope Horstmann Stephanie Bakkum 
Daniel Lans Rochelle Berentson 
Laura Rask Brian Bernier 
Fiona Severson Kellie Coit 
Zach Stern Daniel Paul Davis 
james Wakely Alex DeNuccio 

Alyssa Diamond 
University of Minnesota jessi Eikos 
2008-2009 NSAC team Sarah Eslyn 
Adviser: Howard Liszt Abby Faust 

2008-2009 Presidents: Susan Garcia (leader) 

Erin Lamberty Michelle Gross 

jeanine Lilke jim Hagen 

Danielle Ouellette Tanner Hall 

Meredith Harper 
Hillary Heinz 
Becky Hirn 
Alicia Houselog (leader) 
Robyn Kennedy 
Olga Lobasenko 
Corinne Long 
Russell Mantione 
joe Mischa 
Christina Newman 
Shaina Novotny 
Sarah Poluha 
Alex Regner 
Lauren Sud brink (leader) 

A student picks up one of the 
posters created by The Other 
Hangover's campaign team during 
Gopherfest. Members of the 
University of Minnesota's National 
Student Advertising Competition 
team said posters placed around 
campus disappeared , possibly 
indicating the popularity of the 
campaign and how well it resonated 
with the university community. 
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Lauren Fink, another undergrad involved 

in launching the campaign, wanted the 

opportunity to make a theoretical student 

campaign into reality. "I knew that the 

internship would provide invaluable real

world experience that classes could not 

match," she says. The opportunity, she 

says, "came with far more responsibility 

than I would have ever been given as 

an intern at an advertising agency. I am 

so proud to have helped such a great 
campaign come to life." 

Lans agrees. 

"I just want to say that the 2009 NSAC 

team did a great job with the project and 

coming up with the strategy and concept 

for the campaign. Our group carried 

out the campaign on their behalf. It's 

really cool to see the work out there and 
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NSAC Advi ser Howard Liszt . left. ce lebrates with 2008-2009 NSAC co-p residents Danielle Ouellette. 
Erin Lamberty and jeanine Lilke fol lowing their first place win at district competition. 

have people comment on it. One of my 

friend's Facebook profiles quoted The 

Other Hangover, and I saw some other 

people admiring our bus shelter ads. 

That's probably the part I enjoy the most 

- sitting back and watching people react 

to the campaign." 

Undergraduate student 
Serena Maruko admires 
a campaign poster as 
launch team members 
Daniel Lans and Zach 
Stern look on at the 
fa ll 2010 Gopherfest on 
Northrup Mall. 



~ 'Li e working in a true 
ewsroom' 

Magazine production class gives writers and editors 
hands-on experience I BY AMY OLSON AND PEGGY J. RADER 

M 
isplaced commas, beware: 
Ellen Burkhardt's eagle eye 
will find you. 

"I take great satisfaction in seeing a 
sentence go from dysfunctional to 
functional with the right punctuation," 
says Burkhardt, who began her job as an 
assistant editor at Minnesota Monthly 
magazine in November. 

The Burnsville, Minn., native and 
spring 2010 graduate of the School of 
Journalism and Mass Communication 
credits the experience she gained serving 
as editor in the SJMC's magazine editing 
and production course, Journalism 5174, 

in spring 2010. Under her leadership, the 
class produced a magazine titled refuge 
{shelter from the storm}. 

"As editor-in-chief of refuge, I got the 
opportunity to put everything I'd been 
taught in classrooms and internships into 
use. The chance to build a publication 
from scratch was priceless," Burkhardt 
says. 

Every spring and fall, the students in 
the class choose a theme and build a 
magazine and website around it. Both 
provide valuable additions to student 
portfolios. Adjunct instructors Jeanne 
Schacht and Elizabeth Larsen teach the 
course. 

This is not a class exercise. It's the real 
deal. 
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Students apply for roles in the class in 
much the same way they would apply 
for a job. They list their skills, talents 
and experiences. Larsen and Schacht 
name editors and art directors. Students 

debate, reject and finally accept themes 
by votes. 

Sometimes those themes arise through 
class conversations. In spring semester 

"As editor-in -chief of refuge, I got the opportunity 
to put everything I'd been taught in classrooms 
and internships into use. The chance to build a 
publication from scratch was priceless." 

2010 as classmates tossed around 
theme ideas including examining 
how people live richly in tough 
times, one student made an 
impassioned pitch that swayed 
the group to explore the concept 
of sanctuary. 

Refuge is about finding shelter of 
all kinds. The stories ranged from 
a profile of a young woman who 
decided to become a Catholic 
nun to a piece about efforts to 
make rooms at a local children's 
hospital more welcoming. 

mainstream culture might perceive 
the online role-playing game as the 
violent pastime of choice among 
social misfits. 

For players, however, it serves as 
an escape from the pressures of 
work or school, and it connects 
them with new friends across town 
or across the globe. One couple 
featured in refuge's article married 
after meeting through playing the 
game. 

"They're regular people with 
regular lives. This is their outlet," 

Burkardt says. "Our only rules about the theme 
is that it should be a topic that 
matters, that allows for a diverse 
set of stories - humorous, 
serious, that make a difference," 
Larsen says. The Milton L. Kaplan 
Memorial Fund provides money 
to pay for printing. 

The concept for the fall 2010 

semester's magazine, Blur: the 
art of undefining, focuses on tl1e 
"culture of global ambiguity," 
according to its website. 

Ellen Burkhardt, B.A., spri11g 2010, examines a proof of Blur, produced 
by students in the fall 2010 magazine editing and production course. 
Burkhardt served as editor of the publication, refuge {shelter from 
the storm}, produced during the spring 2010 semester. She spoke to 
students taking the class during the fall 2010 term about how she 's 
applied what she learned . 

The class usually is made up of 
second-semester seniors preparing 
to graduate and find jobs. It offers 
students chances to experience 
all the angst of putting out a 
real magazine in a relatively safe 
environment. 

"We swoop m when needed," 
Larsen says, "but our goal is for 
them to actually put the magazine 

Reporting on an enterprising couple 
who opened La Loma Tamales in tl1e 
Midtown Global Market and how soccer 
helped recent immigrants to the United 
States from Myanmar find senses of self 
and community was eye-opening for 
staff writer Yuridia Ramirez. Ramirez 
herself is the daughter of Mexican 
immigrants. 

"I got to step back a little bit from the 
reality that is our. . . college experience 
in this little microcosm we have here and 
look at the real world and what people 
outside the United States are exper
iencing," she said in the video posted 

on Blur's website, http:/ /blurmagazine. 
sjmc. umn.edu. 

That ability to examine issues through 
in-depth reporting and writing is what 
drew Burkhardt to magazines in the first 
place, she told students in the fall 2010 

class during a visit. It was something 
she appreciated more after working at 
The Minnesota Daily and interning 
with WCCO-TV, where time and space 
constraints limited in-depth storytelling. 

Magazines lend themselves well 
to examining stereotypes and less 
mainstream topics that otherwise go 
unexplored, Burkhardt adds. Consider 
refuge's piece on role playing games, 
such as "World of Warcraft." People in 

together iliemselves. They learn a lot 
of practical skills, but they also learn 
a lot of soft skills about getting along, 
learning to take criticism, learning how 
to offer criticism. It can be really hard to 
take an edit and it's better to experience 
it first here." 

The class also teaches creative problem 
solving to work around typical snafus 
that occur before publication. Rewrit
ing a cutline can salvage a photograph 
that otherwise would poorly illustrate a 

story, for instance. 

"What they get is working on a team that 
is hierarchical. Managing is a tough skill 
to learn, and being managed by people 
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who are learning to manage isn't always 
easy," Larsen says. "Plus, Jeanne and I are 
not academics. We work in our fields. 
And we don't budge on expectations." 

Those real-world expectations and 
experiences such as working on the 
website are what made the class valuable 
for senior Larry Gandy. 

"It was like working in a true newsroom," 
says Gandy, whose dream job is working 
for the New York Times or Rolling 
Stone. Plus, the printed magazine and 
website will give him and his classmates 
important contributions to their print 
and online portfolios. "It's something to 
show them my experience ... that I'm not 
just a greenhorn.;' 

}··· 
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Burkhardt agrees. 

"There were a lot of long nights when 
Elizabeth had to rip the copy out of 
my hands . . . It hit home when it was 
my magazine going to press that errors 
would reflect badly on me and my staff." 

The attention to detail - innate and 
learned - helped Burkhardt land her 
job as assistant editor at Minnesota 
Monthly, where she edits stories at all 
phases of production. 

"I literally have my fingerprints on 
everything" in each edition, says the self
described writer at heart, adding that 
experience combined with shepherding 
refuge's publication will help her write 
those in-depth features some day. 

Find refuge or blur the lines 

Many SJMC graduates who took the 
course now work at local, regional and 
national publications. 

"We're always so impressed at how 
competent and skilled they are," Schacht 
says. 

Burkhardt urges students who take the 
class to treat their work for the course 
just like they would treat a real job. 

"It really is your chance to put into use 
what you're learning," Burkhardt says. "If 
you treat yourself like a professional, the 
people you interview will treat you like a 
professional." 

Want to read the students' work' Log onto http:/ /blurmagazine .sjmc.umn.edu to read Blur or 
go to http:/ /refuge .umn.edu/ to check out Refuge {shelter from the storm .) 

~ SJMC, alumni board recognize ad exec Chuck Porter 
Chuck Porter, B.A., '67, was set to start a legal career (twice) before he jumped ship in law school to put his quick wit and way with word s t o 

work in advertisi ng. Af ter 16 years as a freelance copywriter he joi ned a fei sty Miami creative shop in t he late 1980s that became Crispin Porter 

+ Bogusky, one of the most successful and sought-after advertising agencies of the last decade, where he is now chairman. Porter, a Presidents 

Club member who funds a student award in the School of journalism and Mass Communication , returns often to his home state , most recent ly 

to receive an Award for Excel lence from the School of journa lism and Mass Communicat ion Alumni Soci ety Board and t he school. 

Congrats on the alumni award. 
Isn 't that sweet' It 's a wonderful honor. Minnesota and the University 

of Minnesota have produced a lot of well-known , successful 
advertising people , so it 's very surprising they would give it to me. 

Maybe they 've been reading stuff I haven 't . 

You've also been named the ad exec of the decade by 
Adweek readers ... 
Yeah , the decade .. . Wow. Agency peer awards are humbling and 

wonderful to get, but you can't pay very much attention to them 

because the business is new every day. You never are who you were 

yesterday; as soon as you start thinking that way, you 're in trouble . 

What's the most outrageous idea you've been a part of 
at the agency? 
We've done some pretty int eresti ng t hings. I can 't talk about the 

most outrageous, because I'd probab ly go to jail , so I' ll ta lk about t he 

most daring. We created an anti-teen smoking brand called Truth 

around the t ime of the big tobacco sett lements in t he 1990 s. One of 
teenagers' funda mental motivations is to rebe l, and they essential ly 

want to rebel against white guys in blue sui t s, so we decided to set 

up the tobacco executives as people they can rebel aga inst- because 

they were marketing a product that wi ll kil l these kids . We took on 
big tobacco in a very aggressive way. People got sued. But it wa s 

enormously successful. For the nine years we handled it, middle

school smoking was down 50 percent, and high school smoking was 

down 26 percent . But it was scary at times . They are very big, very 

powerful companies, and there was a lot of money at stake. We took 

them on, and they hated us a lot for it . 

Where do your best creative ideas come from? 
I don 't know. A long time ago a reporter asked Bob Dylan what his 

songs were about , and he said , "Some are about four minutes and 
some are about five ," which is kind of the way I feel about creativity. 

What I do think is that it 's very hard to teach someone to be good 

at it. I think you can teach someone to be competent. but I think the 

people who are really good at it are just really good at it . I could spend 

50 years at julliard and I still couldn 't play the piano, 'cause whatever 

that is , I don 't have it. 

Do you still do some writing now and then? 
Once in awhile I'll do some pro bono stuff. I don't really work on 

advertising campaigns anymore because I think you have to do it 

every day to really be prolific. I've learned to let the peop le I put my 

faith in do their work . We hire the smartest, best, most curious, most 

passionate, most talented people we can find and then get out of the 

way. 

Why did you start the award for U of M advertising 
students? · 
I just thought it would be cool. I've had a chance to meet a few of the 
students, and that 's been great . I've been very, very lucky and have 

had some financial success . This is definitely one of the institutions 
1 believe in and want to support . I spent a lot of great years here. I'm 

still very connected to this part of the world and to this school. I'm 

even a football fan again . 

Have you been to TCF Bank Stadium? 
All the years the Gophers played in the Dome I never went to a game. 

Then one of my friends I went to school with , who is a big Gopher 

supporter, said, "You gotta come see this new stadium . I'll give you 

tickets for opening day." So I came up last fall for the first game and it 

was so great, the stadium was so beautiful. It was like the old days of 

Memorial Stadium. I fell in love with it and went to four more games. 

Where I sit, which is where a lot of alumni sit, at least half the people 

are older than me, so I like that part too . 

This story originally appeared in Legacy, a publication of the University of Minnesota Foundation. 
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CON TRIBUTED PHOTOS 

(Above) Bob Fransen celebrates the silver anniversary of WTCN-TV. During his tenure. WTCN -
also known as Channel11 - became the top-rated independent station in the United States. 
Fransen later convinced NBC to snap up the station; its call letters later became KARE. 

(Right) During his five decades in broadcasting, Bob Fransen worked at several television stations 
including channels 4, 9, 11 and 29 in the Twin Cities . During that time, he held positions ranging 

from on-air weatherman and local kiddie show king to managing newsrooms and stations. 

5 UPPOSE "MURPHY HALL.:' WAS A CATEGORY ON 
"JEOPARDY!," the brain-busting quiz show that requires 
answers to be posed in the form of questions. The opening 

answer would be something easy: 

"Murphy Hall for $200," says emcee Alex Trebek. "God." 

Quick buzzer. The correct response? "Who is Professor Mitchell 
Charnley?" Or: 

"Murphy Hall for $400. In 1935, the same year he graduated from 
Murphy Hall, he published the classic adventure yarn, 'Canoeing 
with the Cree.' Later he was one of Edward R. Murrow's 'boys' 
covering World War II in Europe and later offered commentary 
while sitting next to Walter Cronkite on the 'CBS Evening News."' 

12 ..... Murphy Reporter 

All three contestants would probably buzz instantaneously and 
respond, "Who is Eric Sevareid?" 

At the bottom of the Murphy Hall category would be the $2,000 
stumper: 

"After skipping down Murphy Hall's steps for the last time as a 
student in 1943, he invented Harry Reasoner as an anchorman 
and sent him on to New York. On Channel 4, he rose from 
kiddie show star Cowboy Bob of the X Bar 4 Ranch to become 
a major force in local television who, at various times, managed 
newsrooms at channels 9 and 11, was a general manager at 
Channel 29, and even did the weather on Channel4. Later on in 
life, he had a hefty hand in the development of the digital news 
gathering epoch." 

Only a media savant would know the correct question would be, 
"Who is Robert Fransen?" 

SO WHO /5 BOB FRANSEN? 

"He is a very lucky man," says Fransen. "For 50 years I was always 
happy to go to work to a job I loved. I tell kids today that if you're 
going to go into the media, you have to love your job." 

Fransen is a man who exists perhaps one footnote below some 
of his more famous fellow graduates of Murphy Hall, which is 
a reflection of his personal style, not of his accomplishments. A 
plainspoken, likable and self-effacing man, he eventually found 
his place not behind a microphone, but behind entire stations. 

After brief forays into anchoring the news, hosting a variety show, 
serving as WCCO's on -air weatherman and serving as short-term 
king of a local kiddie show, Fransen helped shape local television 
journalism from the early days in the 1940s - when people 
would watch the news through appliance store windows - to 
the late 1980s, when he worked briefly at Hubbard Broadcasting 
on programming for a satellite project that was later sold. 

Fransen's demeanor is spry and his analysis of the news industry is 
as cogent as today's edition of mediabistro.com. He understands 
how the journalism landscape has changed since he pounded out 
copy on carbon paper via a battered manual Smith Corona. 

"Nowadays you could never do what we all did back then, 
which was everybody doing everything," Fransen says. "You'd be 
pigeonholed today, whereas I could go from variety show host 
to weatherman to floor director for the news to cuing actors for 
local shows to doing commercials to editing two-hour movies 
down to an hour and a half to fit the time slot. Mostly I was 
a senior director and production manager. Over the years I did 
everything but build a station tower. In the beginning, we'd come 
in at nine in the morning and leave at 11 at night, seven days a 
week. Everybody complained a lot, but we loved it." 

FRANSEN ALSO UNDERSTANDS JUST HOW MUCH 
THINGS HAVE STAYED THE SAME. 

"Broadcasting is about news and entertainment," he says. "What 
I learned in Murphy Hall was how to find the truth when 
presenting information, and the comradeship of journalism. 
What Mitchell Charnley taught us about finding the truth and 
providing accuracy are what is still needed now." 

It was no easier getting a job then than it is now. "I remember 
when Ralph Casey, the head of the journalism school, had all of 
us gather in this auditorium," Fransen says. "He informed us that 
'the job market is very tight now. Some of you will have to go out 
of town. Some of you will have to go to St. Paul."' 

Thanks to the U.S. Army Air Forces, Sioux Falls was Fransen's 
out-of-town destination. He was a reservist activated straight 
from Murphy Hall and from his position as a columnist at 
The Minnesota Daily, and stationed in South Dakota in radio 
communications school. Soon he was announcing the news 
on the base radio. He'd also do radio shows in town, where he 
produced and emceed a program called "G.I. Breakfast Club" 
and served as the quizmaster known as "Dr. I.Q.'' 

AFTER THE WAR, HE WAS RESCUED VIA HIS 
JOURNALISM CONNECTIONS AT MURPHY HALL. 

"Sig Mickelson, one of my professors at the journalism school, 
was now the news director at WCCO radio" in Minneapolis, 
Fransen says. "He gave me a shot, and soon I was writing news 
for Cedric Adams." 

It was a big gig for a 25-year-old. The name Cedric Adams might 
mean little to a generation of graduates weaned on blogs and 
social networking. In mid-20'h century Minnesota, however, 
Adams was the biggest show in town. As a gossip columnist 
for daily papers, Adams was to the Twin Cities what longtime 
columnist Herb Caen was to San Francisco. As a radio news host, 
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Adams presided over a station with 
a 56 percent share of the audience. 
Adams, Fransen says, "was larger 
than life. He'd broadcast from his 
yacht. He substituted as the host for 
'Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts,"' 
the "American Idol" of its day. 

By 1948, KSTP (Channel 5) 
became the Twin City's first local 
television station, followed closely 
by an alphabet soup of stations 
that eventually evolved into weco 
(Channel4),KMSP (9) andWTCN 
(11). 

Fransen went to WCCO TV in 1949 before leaving to work for 
Kerr-McGee Corp., filing TV license applications for stations in 
Peoria, Ill., and Oklahoma City and Tulsa, Okla. He designed the 
studio and office building, hired the staff and programmed the 
areas not filled by the network for the Peoria NBC affiliate. He 
later returned to Minneapolis to put Channel 9 on the air. It was 
the area's first independent television station. 

At Channel 9, he hired Harry Reasoner, another Murphy Hall 
alumnus, as news director and anchor of the station's 9:30 p.m . 
newscast. Meanwhile, Sig Mickelson- who had graduated from 
WCCO to news director and vice president for the CBS network 
in New York- offered Reasoner a position as a newsman there. 

"He didn't know whether to take the job," Fransen recalls. "He'd 

actually make less money with the job in New York, and he had 
three kids. I told him to give it a try. And the rest is history." 

Fransen spent the major portion of his career with WTCN, as 
Channell! was known at that time. ''After Channel9, I migrated 
to WTCN as an account executive," he says. "I was promoted to 
national sales manager, then general sales manager, and then VP 
and general manager, a post I held for 18 years." 

During his tenure, Channel 11 was the top-rated independent 
station in the United States. When NBC sought a new affiliate 
for the Twin Cities market, it was Fransen who sold the network 
on adding Channel 11 to its group of stations, which it retains 
to this day. 

14 ~ Murphy Reporter 

During television's infancy, the "talent' often worked on news and 
entertainment shows. In addition to being the weatherman on 
Channel 4, Bob Fransen also played Cowboy Bob of the X Bar Four 
Ranch, as seen here in this photo from 1950. 

No matter how much he is prodded to reminisce, the 
octogenarian - who looks 15 years younger- always returns 
to the present. Right now he's noodling over how the technology 
of the brave new world of broadband broadcasting will impact 
how audiences are monitored and thus how advertising dollars 
get allocated. 

"People are getting their pictures off their computers and cell 
phones. Now the question is, how can you measure that audience? 
And how will that affect advertising?" 

Take those questions, Alex Trebek- they're the right ones. 

Neal Karlen (M.A., 2009) served as an associate editor at 
Newsweek and as contributing editor for Rolling Stone. A long- time 
contributor to The New York Times, Karlen also has authored seven 
books including 2008's "The Story of Yiddish." 

SJMC welcomes journalists through the 
2010 EDWARD R. MURROW PROGRAM 

F
ore ign journalists say they have a better 
appreciat ion of American life and the 
chal lenges United States media face 

fol lowing a weeklong visit to the Twin Cities. 

The School of journalism and Mass Com
munication played host to 21 journalists from 
East Asia and the Pacific region from Oct. 28 
through Nov. 3. The vis it was part of the fifth 
annua l Edward R. Murrow Program for jour
nalists, sponsored by the U.S. Department of 
State, The Aspen Institute and 10 journalism 
schools including the SjMC. 

The 23-day program, which also took the 
group to Washington, D.C., and Pensacola, 
Fla., helps foreign journalists examine the 
rights and responsibilities of a free press in 
a democracy. International participants are 
nominated by the U.S. embassies in their 
home countries. The Murrow program is part 
of the State Department's International 
Visitor Leadership Program, which has a goal 
of increasing understanding between people 
of the United States and other countries. 

During their stay, fellows got to take part in 
a discussion of topics including trade, public 
safety and public health, and toured Twin 
Cities Public Television and the Pioneer Press 
in St. Paul. Among the participants' favorite 
professional components were visiting news
rooms and a discussion with SjMC Professor 
Heather LaMarre on political communication. 
The participants also observed activities at 
the polls on Election Day and visited then 
gubernatorial candidate Mark Dayton 's 
campaign headquarters. 

"SjMC organized a series of productive work
shops, round table discussions and site visits 
that explored the craft of journalism," says 
Charlie Kellett, program officer for the State 
Department's Office of International Visi
tors. Observing local media institutions and 
learn ing standards and operational practices 
helped participants understand the rights and 
responsibilities of a free press in a democracy. 

Fellows expressed feelings of surprise and 
relief to see American journalists struggle 
with many of the same hurdles they face , 
including changing media landscapes and 
battles to make news industries profitable. 

"It was also comforting to know during our 
visits to the various media institutions and 
briefings with media experts that we share 
the same challenges and solutions," says 
Claude Vitug, head of news administration 
and futures at ABS-CBN Broadcasting Corp. 
in the Phil ippines. By interacting and learn
ing from one another, perhaps journalists 
throughout the world can find new, viab le 
business models. 

For Sera janine, chief of staff at the Fiji Sun, 
the chance to experience life in the United 
States helped dispel views widely held in her 
homeland about what American life is like. 

janine recalls standing on the corner of 
Washington Avenue and Harvard Street 
Southeast during Halloween, marveling at the 
sight of people walking down the street in 
costumes. just then , a man wa lked up to her. 

Claude Vitug of the Philippins. left , jeerachata lemrassamee of Thai land and Rosa Garcia of Timor-Leste 
take part in a round table discussion on trade, public safety and public health Oct. 29 at the McNamara 

Alumni Center at the University of Minnesota. 

SjMC Professor Chris I son addresses the 21 

participants of the Edward R. Murrow Program 
for journalists Oct. 29 during a round table 
discussion at the McNamara Alumni Center. 

"It was only to ask if I needed help with get
ting somewhere," janine says. "That was a 
real surprise for me as I had been told prior to 
my trip that Americans live a very fast-paced 
life and do not worry about other people." 

While the program gives the university and 
the SjMC a chance to shine, the program 
benefits the university community, too. 

"The Murrow Program offers an opportunity 
for us to highlight the University of Minne
sota and the School of journalism and Mass 
Communication," says Albert Tims, director 
of the SjMC. "The president of the university 
is enthusiastic about our participation in this 
program and the value of working with other 
communicators from around the world." 

The group also visited Stillwater; took in a 
Minnesota Wild hockey game; attended a 
reception hosted by the SjMC, Minnesota 
International Center and the Asian American 
journalists Association; and sat in on a class 
led by Professor Larry jacobs at the univer
sity's Humphrey School of Public Affairs. 

janine says her only regret was not seeing 
snow during her visit. Three weeks later as 
she watched the news, she was shocked to 
see pictures of the Ma ll of America in a story 
about blizzards plaguing the Upper Midwest. 

"My short stay in Minnesota was just that: 
too short," janine says, adding she plans to 
return and hopes to visit some of the peop le 
she befriended during her stay. 

SEE THE PARTIC IPANTS ' EXPERIENCES 
To learn more about the participants' experiences, log 
onto http:/ /www.youtube.com/watchJv=rs-sE4gX9VM 
or go to youtube.com and search for Murrow 2010. You 
also can log onto http://ussc.edu.au and click on the 
newsroom link. Then, click on December 2010 under the 
archives and scroll to Dec. 17 to read thoughts shared 
by Australian fellow justin Stevens, a producer of the 
Australian Broadcasting Corp.'s 7:30 Report. 
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Strategic communication program 
accepts sixth cohort 
Despite fluctuations in enrollment, the Professional Master of 
Arts in Strategic Communication program is gaining traction 
through the Twin Cities business community. 

Now in its sixth year, the program seems to have gained a "critical 
mass" of graduates in the Twin Cities business community, which 
raised the program's visibility, says Gordon Leighton, program 
coordinator and lecturer. 

"There are about 80 alumni of the program," Leighton says. A 
number of agencies such as Campbell Mithun, Carmichael Lynch 
Spong, Colle+ McVoy and Fallon all employ multiple graduates, 
as do Amerprise Financial Inc., Cargill Inc., Iconoculture and 
Target Corp. 

The program also is drawing public relations and marketing 
professionals from non-profit organizations, Leighton says, 
noting a number of school district communications managers 
have graduated from the program, too. 

"All of their organizations have communications needs. We teach 
them to be better communicators," Leighton says. 

At 14 students, the 2010-2011 cohort is the smallest enrolled 
since the program's inception, Leighton says. In 2009, the school 
admitted 28, its biggest cohort; 20 enrolled. 

Murphy Reporter 

"We have the lowest attrition rate of any graduate program on 
campus," Leighton says, a fact he attributes to the personalized 
attention potential applicants receive before they even apply. 
That meeting can help make sure the program is a good fit with 
prospective students' work and home lives; most work full time. 

Mid-semester surveys suggest students are happy with the quality 
of the program. 

"We hear they apply the next day what they've learned in class," 
Leighton says. Guest speaker visits such as the one made by 
Celeste Bottorff, Coca Cola North America's vice president for 
Living Well, add to learning opportunities. 

The company- which has the No. 1 brand in the world- must 
address all sorts of communications issues, from regulatory to 
business development strategy. 

"She really gave the students a live demonstration of strategic 
communication," Leighton says. 

-Amy Olson 
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School welcomes journalism, 
journalism history and mass 
communication professors 
Three new professors have joined the 
School of journalism and Mass Communica
tion's faculty. 

Heather LaMarre joined the SjMC in 2009 
as an assistant professor in mass communi 
cation. With her background in Fortune 
100 government and corporate relations, 
LaMarre witnessed the increasing use of 
alternative media in politics and public 
debate. Its rise to prominence sparked her 
curiosity and led to academic-based ex
ploration of issues related to alternatives 
to mainstream news delivery and what 
amounts to a redefinition of news media. 

HEATHER LaMARRE 

"My research lies at the crossroads of stra
tegic communication, politics, and social
psychology," LaMarre says. "I investigate 
questions of social influence and persua
sion, with a focus of the uses and effects of 
media on attitudes, behaviors and opinions 
regarding social and political issues I also 
research public relations , public opinion and 
public communications, with an interest in 
how social and entertainment media influ
ences one's attitudes, emotions, behaviors 
and opinions about such topics." 

She received both an M.A. in communica
tions and an M.B.A. in public administration 
before completing a Ph.D. in communica
tion, all at The Ohio State University. Her 
current research focu ses on soc ial media 
and public opinions. 

"I am especially interested in how and why 
social and entertainment media are chang
ing public relations, politics and news," 
she says . 

Changes in the news industry- including 
use of social media - also spark the curios
ity of Seth C. Lewis. 

Lewis was appointed to the faculty in fall 
2010 as an assistant professor in new 
media journalism. He completed a Ph.D. at 
the University of Texas at Austin. Previously 
he received an M.B.A. from Barry University 
and a bachelor of arts in communications 
from Brigham Young University. 

Lewis was assistant sports editor at the 
Miami Herald and his writing has appeared 
in more than a dozen magazines and news
papers. For Lewis, studying journalistic 
practice and professionalism in the context 
of digital-age technology can help the in
dustry understand where it is heading. 

"My research is focused on the innovation 
of journalism: how it's happening, who's 
catalyzing it, and with what kind of implica
tions for journalism's role in society," Lewis 
says. "That begins with understanding 
how journalism works-the gathering, the 
filtering and the sharing of information-is 
changing in a networked , socially driven 
media environment. That also means 
taking an interest in what these changes 
are doing to the very DNA of journalism: its 
ethics, norms and values. For example, to 
what extent is user participation becoming 
integrated as a taken-for-granted expecta
tion of journalism, and what is the implica
tion of that shift'" 

Lewis's dissertation, "journalism Innovation 
and the Ethic of Participation: A Case Study 

SETH C. LEWIS 

of the I< night Foundation and Its News 
Challenge," explored media sociolqgy, 
participatory culture and innovation 
in journalism. 

"In trying to understand journal ism 
innovation , my research is moving toward 
studying the 'boundary-spanning' spaces 
where different professions and their 
identities intersect," Lewis says, adding one 
example is looking at where journali sts and 
computer programmers come together to 
form a new kind of network of culture and 
practice. 

Looking to the past can help journali sts 
and mass communicators understand the 
future of both industry and even interna
tional relations, says Giovanna Deii'Orto. 

Deii'Orto joined the SjMC faculty as an 
assistant professor in fall 2010. During the 
2008-2009 and 2009-2010 academic years, 
she served as a contract faculty member 
at the SjMC. 

Deii'Orto draws on her experience as a 
reporter and editor for the Associated 
Press in Atlanta, Phoenix and Minneapolis. 

"My main research interest is in the history 
of the role of mass communication in in
ternational relations, because I believe that 
an essential factor in how nations interact 
is what they understand of each other, an 
understanding that is often formed through 
the news media," Deii'Orto says. "I am 
currently studying the history of American 
foreign correspondence, looking both at 
how it intersected with U.S. foreign policies 
and what it might predict for the future of 
international news gathering at a time of 
great financial stress for the industry, and 
professional soul-searching for journali sts." 
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arts in mass communication from 
the university in 2000 and her bach 
elor of arts in journalism and art 
history from the university in 1998. 

SjMC's l<ucera earns CLA's 
Outstanding Service Award 
The College of Liberal Arts presented 
jean l<ucera, the SJMC's unit 
administrator, with its Outstanding 
Service Award Dec. 14. In an e-mail 
message sent to co ll ege staff 
members, CLA Dean james A. 
Parente jr. wrote the award was 
"richly deserved recognition of 
her exceptional performance and 
contributions" to the school. 

Investigative reporting grant 
awarded 
The School of journalism and Mass 
Communications and MinnPost.com 

GIOVANNA DELL:ORTO 
received an $80,000 grant from the 

Media also play a role in the formation of 
identities across geopolitical boundaries, 
Deii'Orto says. 

"Because of my interest in the role of the 
media in shaping identities across national 
boundaries, I am also looking into the 
history of the Latino press in the United 
States and what part mass communication 
has played in the immigration debate here 
and in Europe." 

Deii'Orto is the author of two books, "The 
Hidden Power of the American Dream: Why 
Europe's Shaken Confidence in the United 
States Threatens the Future of U.S. Influ
ence" and "Giving Meanings to the World: 
The First U.S . Foreign Correspondents, 
1838-1859." She coauthored "Hated Ideas 
and the American Civil War Press" with 
SJMC professor emeritus Hazel Dicken
Garcia. 

Deii'Orto received her doctorate in mass 
communication from the University of 
Minnesota in 2004. She earned a master of 

Ethics and Excellence in journalism 
Foundation that will fund a joint program 
to help students identify, research and 
write investigative reporting projects. 

Chris lson, associate professor, a Pulitzer 
Prize winner and former Star Tribune inves
tigative reporter and editor, coordinated 
the program with Jeff Severns Guntzel, a 
MinnPost reporter whose work focuses on 
investigative and data-driven projects. 

One group of students examined the 
impact underfunding the state's public 
defender system has on defendants' 
abilities to get adequate representation. 

Another group examined whether the 
recession truly had hit men harder than 
women, and what the impact had been on 
Minnesotans. 

journalist Edith l<inney Gaylord, whose 
father was editor and publisher of The 
Oklahoman and The Oklahoma City Times, 
created the Oklahoma City-based Ethics 
and Excellence in journalism Foundation 

18 .. Murphy Reporter 

in 1982. The grant to SJMC and MinnPost 
was part of $2 million in grants to 22 jour
nalism organizations across the United 
States announced in October 2010. 

CHRIS ISDN 
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l<udos 
Associate professor Marl< Pedelty has 
signed an advance contract with Temple 
University Press to publish a book about 
popular music as environmental communi
cation. Temple's "Sound Matters" series 
is one of the leading resources for eth
nomusicology, in particular sociological 
studies of popular music. The book will 
be the culmination of seven years of 
mixed-methods research, including survey, 
quantitative analysis, archival research and 
ethnographic fieldwork . 

MARK PEDE LTV 

Several prestigious organizations have 
selected photography by associate 
professor Dona Schwartz for exhibitions in 
the past several months. One of her photos 
is included in the 2010 Taylor Wessing 
Photographic Portrait Prize exhibition at 
the National Portrait Gallery in London 
through February 2011 It is Schwartz's 
second time in the exhibition, which has an 
acceptance rate of about 1 percent. 

Schwartz was one of 10 artists selected for 
the Discoveries of the Meeting Place exhibi
tion at the FotoFest Biennial in Houston in 
April. 

SJMC Professor Dona Schwartz was one of 10 artists selected for the Discoveries of Meeting Place 
exhibition in April at FotoFest 2010 Biennial. 

Schwartz's photos from her "On the Nest" 
portrait series were included in the Domes
tic exhibition in Barcelona, Spain, that ran 
from April through june 2010, organized by 
Photographic Social Vision, a foundation 
that supports photographic and audio-visu
al arts and sponsors the World Press Photo 
exhibition, and Obra Social Caja Madrid, 
an organization that has supported social, 
cultural, educational and environmental 
projects for more than 300 years. 

Presentations, publications 
and research 
Professor and director of undergraduate 
studies l<athleen Hansen and Nora Paul, 
instructor and director of the Minnesota 
journalism Center, co-authored an article 
for The Newspaper Guild's national web
site about the successful conclusion of a 
state training grant for the St. Paul (Minn.) 
Pioneer Press newsroom and advertising 
sales staff. The grant, for $238,000, was 
provided to the SJMC and the university 

through the Minnesota job Skills Partner
ship (MJSP), sponsored by the Minnesota 
Department of Employment and Economic 
Development. State funds flow directly to 
the educational institution providing the 
training, and participating businesses must 
agree to pay their employees during the 
usual workday for their training time. The 

KATHLEEN HANSEN 
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F culty news 

JANE E. KIRTLEY 

proposal was pres~nted to and approved 
by the MJSP in late 2008 for implemen
tation between February 2009 and June 
2010. The program gained some notoriety 
when radio talk show host Rush Limbaugh 
accused the participating newspapers of 
"suckling at the welfare teat." The Duluth 
(Minn) News Tribune withdrew from the 

program. 

Instructors Gordon Leighton and Nora 
Paul were featured in the September 2010 
issue of Minnesota Business magazine in a 
story on higher education's digital divide. 

Jane E. l<irtley, Silha Professor of Media 
Ethics and Law and director of the Silha 
Center for the Study of Media Ethics and 
Law, recently made news. l<irtley was 
quoted in the New York Times in February 
2010 regarding a privacy case in the Italian 
courts involving Google. Europeans, Kirtley 
says in the story, regard privacy as a fun 
damental human right and place a much 
higher priority on it than Americans. 

l<irtley was a panelist for a discussion in 
March at the Center for Citizenship and 
Community at Butler University in India
napolis on "Rights & Wrongs Achieving 
Civil Discourse." She served on another 
panel, "Linkedln, Twitter, Facebook, Oh My! 

20 ..... Murphy Reporter 

The Ethical Dangers of Social Networking 
for Attorneys," at the 23rd Annual Media 
and the Law Seminar in Kansas City in 
April; the event was co -sponsored by the 
University of l<ansas School of Law. l<irtley 
also was a guest on "Access Minnesota," a 

weekly public affairs radi o and television 
show produced by the Minnesota Broad
casters Association, to discu ss the federal 

journalists' shield law bill. 

In April, Kirtley lectured on "Near v. 
Minnesota: How Far Have We Com eJ" as 

part of the Minnesota History Center's 
History Lounge series; delivered a speech, 
"Retiring to 'Tee' and Scandal: Do Today's 
Media Trivialize the NewsJ" at the Min

neapolis chapter of American Association 
of University Women; and gave a lecture, 
"Impact of Internet-Based Sites Such 

as Facebook, MySpace and YouTube on 
Teacher Privacy and Related Rights in the 

Classroom," at the American Federation of 
Teachers' Lawyers Conference. 

Kirtley also was a guest on 
CBC television's "Connect 
with Mark l<elley," where she 
discussed celebrities' expec

tations of privacy following 
actor Mel Gibson 's publicized 

"meltdown" in the news. She 
also participated in "Access 

Denied Navigating the Legal 
Challenges to Newsgather
ing," a roundtable discussion 
on how journalists can obtain 

access to information. That 
discussion was recorded for 
a two-hour DVD produced by 
Indiana University's Maurer 
School of Law and School of 

Journalism, Elan University 
and Indiana University's pub

lic television station WTIU. 
Free copies are being sent to 

journalism and law schools, 

state media associations and 
state public access groups. 

l<irtley was a guest on "Almanac " on Twin 
Cities Public Television, discussing the 
controversy over a cover story in Lavender 
magazine that involved deceptive news
gathering techniques. Shayla Thiei-Stern, 

assistant professor, also was on the show 
as part of the media panel segment. 

Thiei -Stern served on a panel about cyber
aggression Oct 21 at Augsburg College in 
Minneapolis; the panel was moderated 
by U.S. Sen. Amy l<lobuchar. Thiei-Stern 
appeared on TPT's Almanac show in July, 
August, October and November; was 
quoted by WCCO -TV 's Jason DeRusha in his 
"Good Question" segment on how common 
sexting is in October; and appeared on 
Access Minnesota with Jim duBois in 

November. 

In August, Thiei-Stern also presented "Up 
or Out: Shifting Identity, Shifting Cultural 
Capital and the Narratives of Women 

Online Journalists from 2000 to 2010" in 
the Critical Students Scholar-to-Scholar 

SHAYLA THIEL-STERN 
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session at the Association of Education 
in Journalism and Mass Communication 
in Denver. And in November, Thiei-Stern 

presented "Ethnography of Three Emerg
ing Online Publications: Understanding the 
Role of User-Generated Content in a New 

Journalistic Culture," at a panel session at 
the National Communication Association 
conference in San Francisco. 

Assistant professor Heather LaMarre and 
two students from her strategic commu
nications class were featured on the show 
"Spark" on CBC to discuss her media fast

ing project, which encouraged students in 
her class to spend five days without any 
technology created after 1984. The Min
nesota Daily and the Star Tribune both 
published articles about LaMarre's media 

fasting assignment. ABC.com quoted 
LaMarre about the advent of social media 

use in political campaigning. 

Assistant professor Amy l<ristin Sanders 

was featured on the weekly public affairs 
program Access Minnesota in an interview 

regarding net neutrality and the regulation 
of broadcast indecency. She also partici
pated in a panel discussion, "Building and 

Managing Online Communities," at Harvard 
Law School's Berkman Center for Internet 
& Society conference "Media Law in the 

Digital Age: The Rules Have Changed, Have 
YouJ" in Atlanta. She discussed the role of 
anonymous commenters, provided guid

ance on drafting website user agreements 
and privacy policies, and explained legal 
protections for online publishers. 

"The Obama Effect Multidisciplinary 
Renderings of the 2008 Campaign," a book 

recounting the proceedings of the 2008 
Obama Effect Conference, was published 
this fall by SUNY Press. The three-day con

ference, sponsored by the SJMC in October 
2008, featured three keynote speakers, 
local political representatives and a round
table discussion featuring local journalists. 

AMY KRISTIN SANDERS 

Catherine Squires, Cowles Professor of 
journalism, Diversity and Equality and lead 
organizer of the event, served as one of 
three editors for the book. Squires credited 
many factors in the success of the confer
ence and the book's publication. Funding 
from the Cowles Chair of journalism, Diver
sity, and Equality, along with contributions 
from multiple departments in the College 
of Liberal Arts, made the event possible. 

TRANSITIONS 

New program associate joins 
SJMC 
Ada Walton, who has a degree in 
communications from Wartburg College in 
Waverly, Iowa, is the SjMC's new events 

manager and program associate for the 
Minnesota journalism Center. Before 
coming to the SjMC, Walton planned 
and produced social media marketing 
campaigns and local promotional events 
with Clear Channel Communications. 

New communications 
manager joins SJMC 
Amy E. Olson (MA in health journalism 
'04; B.A. '99) is the School of journalism 
and Mass Communication's new 

communications manager. Olson spent 
10 years as a reporter and editor at 
newspapers in Minnesota and Wisconsin; 
she most recently served as health editor 
at Gannett Central Wisconsin Media and 
assistant features editor at the Daily 
Herald in Wausau, Wis. She previously 
worked as marketing and communications 
manager for the Association of Health 
Care journalists. 

Brian Southwell, associate professor 
and director of graduate studies, left 
the School of journalism and Mass 
Communication at the end of the fall 
2010 term. He has accepted a position 
as a senior research scientist with RTI 
International's Health Communication 
Program. He has a joint appointment as 
a research professor with the University 
of North Carolina-Chapel Hill's School of 
journalism and Mass Communication. 
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PDATE 
and INMS merge 

MINNESOTA jOUkNALISH CENTER 

After a com bined 41 years of programmi ng 
and service , the Minnesota journalism Center 
and the Institute for New Media Studies are 
merging. The new entity will retain t he name 
Minnesota journalism Center but will have a 
new, broader mission and will serve both the 
journalism and academic communities. 

The Minnesota journa li sm Center was estab
li shed in 1979 through a gift from the late john 
Cowle s, Sr., chairman of the Minneapolis Star 
and Tribune Co. and his wife, t he late Elizabeth 
Bates Cowle s. 

The center's mission was to improve the 
practice of journalism, promote interaction 
between media profess ional s and t he acad
emy, and serve as the outreach arm of the 
School of journali sm and Mass Communica 
tion . Through hundreds of program s, events, 
lectures and partnerships, the MjC played 
a cr iti ca l role in t he Twin Cities and beyond, 
provid ing early and mid-career professional 
development opportun ities and celebrating 
journalist ic achievement and career contribu
t ions. (Some high lights of the center 's work 
are detai led in the accompanying timeline.) 

The Institute for New Media Studies was 
established as part of then -University of 
Minnesota President Mark Yudof's New Media 
Initiative in 1998. Its mission was to serve as 
a center for creation, innovation and exami
nation of media content and messages and 
the effect s of new med ia techno logies and 
techniques on message forms and function s. 
Nora Paul arrived in 2000 to lead t he institute, 
wh ich hosted more than 100 leading-edge 
programs, seminars and workshops during 
its 10-year spa n of work. (Highlights of the 
institute 's work are detailed in the accom
panying timel ine.) 

The new Minnesota journalism Center will 
be led by Paul, who consulted with t he MjC 
advisory board members (leaders from the 
Minnesota media community) in fa ll 2010 to 
define the updated miss ion for the cente r. 
Combi ning t he service mi ssion of t he center 
and t he innovation and cross-disciplinary 
collaboration approach of the institute will 
provide the MjC with a new direction . 

22 ...... Murphy Reporter 

"The MjC's programming and research mis
sion wi ll focu s on news organizations and 
the ir need to understand the new news 
audience , discover new ways to te ll st ori es, 
and develop strategies t o strengthen thei r 
business models," Paul says. "I look forward 
to building on the strong foundation of pro
gramming and outreach cond ucted by the 
MjC over the years and add ing exc iting new 
elements in the coming years ." 

Minnesota Journalism Center 
The 1980s- the early years of t his decade 
featured many wel l-known and world
famous figures as guest lecturers, spea kers 
or panelists: Lewis Lapham, editor of 
Harper's magazi ne; Erwin l<noll, editor of 

The Progressive magazi ne; Leonard Sill<. 
The New York Times economics co lum ni st; 
Samuel Segev, political commentator for 
Moariv, Israel's largest newspaper; Yuan 
Xian-Lu, Washington, DC.. bureau ch ief for 
People 's Daily from t he Republic of Ch ina; 
Harrison Salisbury, Moscow correspondent 
for The New York Times; Alexander 
Ginzburg, writer, journalist and hum an 
rights activist; Joe Adamov, vo ice of Radio
Moscow; Esteban Lopez-Escobar, scholar 
and journalism professor f rom Pamplona, 
Spa in; Peter Brool< and Pamela Creighton, 
BBC World Servi ce news editors; Muriel G. 
Cantor, soc iology professor at The American 
University; Stanley Hubbard, Hubbard 
Broadcasting; and many more. 
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S Timeline 

INSTITUTE FOP. 

NEW MEDIA STUDIES 

200 

Institute for 
New Media 
Studies 

The Institute for 
New Media Studies 
was one of four 
key components 
of the U's New 
Media Initiative, 
which started in 
1998 to take the 
journalism school 
into the 21st century. 

The institute's mission was to be 
a center for creation, innovation 
and examination of content and 
messages and the effects of new 
media technologies and techniques 
on their forms and functions. 

Nora Paul 
Nora Paul arrived in July 2000 to 
establish the institute as a cross
departmental, interdisciplinary 
center intended to be "internation
ally recognized for innovation, 
experimentation and creativity in 
new media and a focal point for 
building partnerships with the 
communications industry." 

Paul initiated more than 100 
leading-edge programs, seminars, 
lectures and workshops over the 
10-year span of the institute's 
exploration of new media impacts. 
Her expertise was sought across 
the country and around the world, 
leading to travel in 13 countries in 
Asia, Europe, the Middle East and 
South America. 

Murphy Reporter 
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The first key research project the institute undertook was the Elements of Digital 
Storytelling, which defined the taxonomy of terms and "elements" that make up digital 
stories: Media, action, relationship, context and communication. 

NEW MEDIA 
RESEARCH 
BREAKFAST 

THE DEFINITION(S) Of INTERA(Tl\'11'\ 
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New Media Research 
Breakfast 
The New Media Research Breakfast 
series was launched as a gathering 
of industry professionals, U 
students and scholars interested in 
current new media research. These 
popular breakfasts ran through 
the duration of the institute's 
programming. 

The GeoWall 
Often a technology 
gets developed be
fore an application 
for its use is entirely 
clear, as was the 
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case for the Geo Wall. The wall was 
developed for presentation of three
dimensional images and virtual 
site visits of topographical maps in 
the geology and geophysics depart
ment. The institute was awarded 
two grants for further development 
of wall technology and for address
ing the creation of content. The Joy 
of Wall summit created a content 
cookbook with "recipes" for taking 
2D content and converting it for 
display in a 3D wall presentation. 

Top 10 Wired Women 
Paul was named one of the Top 
Ten Wired Women by ABCNews. 
com and was featured in the Last 
Word column of the Mpls.St.Paul 
magazine in 2002. 

Emerging Digerati 
This popular monthly series was 
produced from 2002 to 2008 and 
showcased student and faculty 
"digerati" using new digital tools and 
techniques to do old things in new 
ways. The Frederick R. Weisman Art 
Museum co-sponsored the event at 
the museum and drew from such 
diverse disciplines as visual art and 
game design to architectural and 
scientific simulations. 

New Research for 
New Media 
This conference series addressed the 
current state of and future trends in 
research methods used to examine 
new media. The 2004 conference 
was held in Spain in collaboration 
with the University ofTarragona. 
Each fall the New Research for 
New Media conference brought 
together researchers from a variety 
of disciplinary backgrounds to talk 
about their research approaches. 

GRaVEL 
GUH ltSI.UC M AIIO 

Gravel 
The Game Research and Virtual 
Environment Laboratory (Gravel) was 
a joint project between the institute 
and the Digital Technology Center. 
Founding members included people 
from colleges and departments 
across campus exploring the implica
tions of the game environment on 
various social science, design and 
technology questions. 

2005 
an anthotlgy front new mi?dtJ th tnktts 

Digital Think 
This anthology of essays by 22 multi
media producers and innovative 
thinkers from around the world and 
across disciplines was published. 

DiSEL Project 

In follow-up to the Elements of 
Digital Storytelling research findings, 
Paul proposed the DiSEL project 
(The Digital Storytelling Effects Lab) 
with co-researcher Laura Ruel of the 
University of North Carolina. 

2006 

Multimedia News 
Producers Workshop 
The institute co-hosted the Multi
media News Producers Workshop 
with the Minnesota Journalism 
Center and invited online news 
producers from across the U.S. 
The three-day workshop provided 
instruction and hands-on training 
to improve audio, video and Flash 
storytelling skills. 

Playing the News 
Paul and Professor Kathleen Hansen 
received a $250,000 grant from the 
Knight Foundation 21st Century News 
Challenge program to test an interac
tive news game against traditional 
news methods for complicated, on
gomg news issues. Their virtual game 
enVIronment project, "Playing the 
News," allowed citizens to "play" 
~hrough a news story to see how it 
Impacted understanding of and 
engagement in the news topic. 

DiSEL consortium 
Paul and Ruel published their Digital 
Storytelling Effects Lab research 
findings and embarked on a new 
round of studies. A consortium of 
12 United States news organizations 
helped develop the research agenda. 

2009 

MN ]ob Skills Partnership 
The institute and the SJMC received 
a $238,000 grant from the state of 
Minnesota to train newsrooms and 
advertising staffs at the St. Paul 
(Minn.) Pioneer Press in digital age 
skills. 

Eye tracking 
Research 
project 
An examination 
of the New York 
Times Topics Pages 
provided insights 
into how students 
engage with 
"curated" news 
content. 
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SILHA CENTER 

At rney calls efforts to regulate 
·alent video games 'misguided' 

'Doctrine of obscenity' not applicable to violence, lawyer tells 
audience at 25th Silha lecture I BY PATRICI< FILE 

Attorney Paul Smith discussed the First 
Amendment implications of laws prohibiting 
the sale of violent video games to minors 
during the 25th annual Silha Lecture. 

5 ilha lecturer Paul Smith said he 
was in "full advocate mode" at the 
University of Minnesota's Cowles 

Auditorium on Oct. 18, 2010, while 
discussing a case he was 15 days away 
from arguing before the U.S. Supreme 
Court. He jokingly asked the overflow 
crowd to "relax your usual standards 
of objectivity" during the lecture, titled 
"Not Child's Play: The Misguided Effort 
to Regulate Violent Video Games." 

The lecture and the case, Schwarzenegger 
v. Entertainment Merchants Association, 
raised the question of whether the First 
Amendment right to free speech trumps 
the state of California's ability to ban the 
sale of violent video games to minors. 
Smith, who represented the international 
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trade association challenging the 
law, explained why he thought it is 
unconstitutional and why he hopes the 
Supreme Court justices will agree. 

Beyond hope, Smith has experience 
to rely on: The case will mark his 14th 
appearance before the high court. A 
partner with Jenner & Block's office in 
Washington, D.C., Smith specializes 
in the First Amendment, commercial 
and telecommunications litigation, 
intellectual property, antitrust and 
election law. Among his best-known 
cases are Lawrence v. Texas and United 
States v. American Library Association. 
Smith clerked for U.S. Supreme Court 
Justice Lewis Powell from 1980 to 1981. 
He was named one of the National Law 
Journal's 40 Most Influential Lawyers of 
the Decade in 2010. 

The California law Smith opposes is 
similar to other state laws that courts 
have struck down around the country, 
including in Minnesota. 

"In First Amendment terms:' Smith 
said, legislators "have tried to take the 
doctrine of obscenity for minors ... and 
apply it to violence in video games." 

Smith said the 
Court should find 

Supreme 
the law 

unconstitutional because it has 
never "recogniz( ed) the 
existence of a violence 
exception" to the First 
Amendment when it 
has had the opportunity 
to do so, in part because 

of the problem of clearly defining what 
should or should not be restricted. 
Smith said the vagueness problem is 
symptomatic of the difficulty of defining 
the type of violence children should be 
restricted from seeing. 

"(Violence) is a part of minors' lives in a 
way that explicit sexuality is not a part of 
their lives," Smith said, "and so, because 
of that reality, it is difficult to figure out 
how you could draw a statute that says 
(the films) 'Star Wars' and 'Lord of the 
Rings' are over here, but (the game) 
'Grand Theft Auto' is over here." 

Research that is intended to support 
restricting minors' access to video games 
does not provide enough evidence to 
"draw a law that is workable," Smith said. 
Experiments that sought to demonstrate 
that violent video games make young 
people more aggressive "don't really 
begin to show any serious or long
term effects of playing these games," he 
added. Research that has found "a tiny 
correlation" between playing violent 

video games and aggressive tendencies has 
not proven that it is the games themselves 
that cause those tendencies. 

Rather than banning the games com
pletely, the California law ostensibly is 
aimed at empowering parents to decide 
whether violent games are appropriate 
for their children, Smith said, adding he 
believes the problem with that approach is 
that statistics show that it is parents who 
mostly purchase violent video games for 
their children. This occurs because the 
industry already voluntarily rates games 
according to violence and many retailers 
will not sell violent games to minors 
without a parent present. 

"There is no great secret 
to what the kids are being 
exposed to; the parents have 
made these choices and are 
already essentially in control," 
Smith said. 

Video and audio of the full lecture are available 

on the Silha Center website at silha.umn.edu. The 

Silha Center is based at the School of journalism 

and Mass Communication at the University of 

Minnesota. Silha Center activities, including the 

25th annual lecture. are made possible by a 

generous endowment from the late Otto Silha 

and his wife , Helen . 

Smith said he hopes the court will over
turn the California law. Although the 
U.S. Supreme Court has grown increas
ingly conservative in many respects over 
the last 15 years, it has not "done much 
cutting back on First Amendment rights," 
Smith said. He attributes this in part to 
more traditionally conservative justices 
such as Clarence Thomas, Samuel Alita 
Jr. and John Roberts "becoming the 

strongest advocates of First Amendment 
rights." Smith cited the example of U.S. 
v. Stephens - a decision striking down 
a federal law that banned possession and 
sale of media depicting animal cruelty 
- in which Roberts wrote a majority 
opinion "that could've easily been written 
by Justice Brennan, the famous advocate 
of First Amendment rights." 

Schwarzenegger v. Entertainment Merchants 
Association is pending. 

Supporters of the Silha Lecture gather with guest speaker attorney Paul Smith following the event. Top row, from left: john Reimann, David 
Reimann, johnny Reimann, Paul Smith and Stephen Silha. Bottom row, from left: Helen Silha, Mark Silha, Alice Reimann and School of 
journalism and Mass Communication Professor jane Kirtley. 
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MINNESOTA DAILY ~ UPDATE 

I 
n the administrative division, we try to find ways of improving 
The Minnesota Daily, inside and out. Fall semester, we worked 
toward that goal by undertaking a wide array of projects from 

philanthropy to employee development in each department. 

Digital tools are reshaping the ways that the newspaper industry 
operates, and this includes the Daily. Our online and information 
systems departments strive to keep up with change and give our 
staff members the resources they need to tell a more engaging 
story. We updated our online story budget and constantly work 
to make our website more dynamic and easier to use. 

In such a difficult job market- especially for journalists- our 
human resources department has worked aggressively to connect 
our staff members with work opportunities in the professional 
world and to provide the training necessary to be competitive. 
HR also has been hard at work providing more opportunities for 
Daily employees to interact across departments through events 
and our internal newsletter, the Daily Insider. 

The most recent adoptee of the administrative division, the 
marketing and communications department, developed its 
approach to marketing and outreach to include business 
promotions, recruitment and philanthropy. We've made efforts 
to set up programs directed at prospective writers in high schools 
and we are working with other campus organizations on an 
ambitious project to address sexual assault at the U. 

- Thomas johnson, chairman of the board 

The Minnesota Daily and its journalists won 15 first place awards and seven 
second place awards in the Minnesota Newspaper Association's 2009-2010 

Better Newspapers Contest. The awards were presented in january. 
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BUSINESS UPDATE 

MINNESOTA DAILY 
LEADERSHIP 
From left , Christian Santacana, 
business operations manager; 
Thomas Johnson, chairman of 
the board; and Devin Henry, 

editor-in-chief 

We at the business division worked hard during the fall 
undertaking initiatives and managing daily operations. If you 
haven't heard, we launched the new mndailydeal.com website. 

Mndailydeal.com offers a great deal every day, Monday through 
Friday, for the University of Minnesota community. Coupons 
offered range from 50 percent to 90 percent off on restaurants, 
retail stores, activities and more. Check it out and visit the Daily 
Facebook and Twitter pages. 

Also during the fall semester, we introduced the new Bar and 
Beer Guide with information on local bars to visit and beers to 
try. Keep your eye open for those Daily deals and any new special 
issues coming out. 

- Christian Santacana, business operations manager 

EDITORIAL UPDATE 
During the fall semester, the editorial 
division focused on putting out the 
strongest newspaper among college 
newspapers. We ran at least one long-form 
project story every week, focusing on topics 
such as first-year students' first weeks on 
campus, issues in the Somali community 
and what it's like to spend an evening at 
the Dinkytown McDonald's. We followed 
the biggest stories at the University of 
Minnesota for the semester, such as the 
controversy surrounding the "Troubled 
Waters" documentary, the crimes reported 
at university fraternities and the struggles of 
the Golden Gophers football team. 

We put a greater focus on our online 
product. The newsroom now is tasked with 
updating mndaily.com on a daily basis, 
ensuring we have coverage of breaking news 
stories that affect the university community. 
The Daily offers a cadre of blogs, many 
of which are updated every day. We put a 
greater emphasis on multimedia content, 
too. The Daily's produced some great video 
reports and photo slideshows. If you haven't 
checked out mndaily.com, now's the time. 

While the editorial division is fully staffed, 
there are opportunities to get involved. If you 
want to work at the Daily or create freelance 
content, get in touch with me. We're always 
happy to get more people involved. 

Thank you, and thanks for reading the Daily! 

- Devin Henry, editor-in-chief 

Minnesota Daily Alumni Association 
seeks to reconnect with alums 
ANTHONY MAGGIO For Murphy Reporter 

If you've been away from The Minnesota Daily for more than a decade. you might 

remember a time when the Minnesota Daily Alumni Association published a newsletter 

to help alumni connect with the newspaper that initiated their careers and many lifelong 

relationships . 

I'm proud to announce the newsletter is back . The inaugural Beyond the Daily was 

distributed Nov. 1 via e-mail and can be found at www.mndailyalumni.com. New editions 

every quarter will include updates on the endeavors of Daily alumni, mentorship oppor

tunities, networking resources and event details. 

The newsletter is part of a renewed mission to build an alumni community that helps 

support the professional aspirations of past. present and future Daily employees. The 

ongoing improvements stem from organizational structural changes developed by 

former association president. Michelle Fure, which were implemented this fall. 

Now at full capacity, the MDAA board of directors is driven to accomplish two main 

objectives for 2010-2011: consistent communication with alumni and reaching the 

broader Daily community. 

I have firsthand knowledge of the board's past failure to communicate consistently, if 

at all, and more recently, its sporadic correspondence. I apologize if you felt ignored or 

simply didn't know the MDAA existed. Admittedly, the board lacked the solid organiza 

tional base needed to accomplish even small tasks. Now, it's prepared to tackle the goal of 

cultivating a robust group of Daily alumni unified by past experience, current philanthropy 

and the future success of today's student-employees who are working to sustain the 

Daily's good name and quality- just as you left it . 

We board members want to reconnect you professionally and socially with the Daily, 

campus and your peers. We want to use your experiences to mentor students, speak at 

career sessions and offer invaluable professional guidance. We hope to gather at home

coming parades, be merry at pub crawls, network with students nearing graduation and 

celebrate each spring at our MDAA Annual Mixer. 

This year's MDAA Annual Mixer will be held the evening of April16 at TCF Bank Stadium's 

Indoor Club Room . This fun event offers alumni and students the chance to mingle, 

reconnect and network over tasty food and drinks, and more - including a stadium to uri 

Purchase tickets through the MDAA website or contact me at amaggio17@gmail.com. 

Connect with the MDAA by submitting your contact information to boardmember@mn

dailyalumni.com and by joining us on Facebook, Linked In and Twitter. These steps will 

ensure you receive MDAA communications, including Beyond the Daily, mentorship 

details, presentation opportunities and invitations to events. 

I welcome your comments, critique s or suggestions on how to make the MDAA a more 

productive and successful institution . Each member of the board is excited about the 

future of the MDAA- I hope you're excited to reconnect with us. 

ANTHONY MAGGIO IS PRESIDENT OF THE MINNESOTA DAILY ALUMNI ASSOC IATION. HE 

WORI<S AS A MYSTIC LAI<E CAS INO HOTEL COPYWR ITER AND FOXSPORTSNORTH COM 

REPORTER COVERING THE MINNESOTA TWINS AND MINNESOTA TIMBERWOLVES. 

MAGGIO WAS A MINNESOTA DAI LY SPORTS REPORTER FROM 2001 TO 2003 . 
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G duate and Undergraduate 
tudent update 

CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
Members of the School of journal ism and Mass Communication's master of arts in strategic 
communication graduating class of 2010 pose with Professor john Eighmey, center, and lecturer 
Gordon Leighton, far right . 

Graduate 
Amy Landa, Ph.D. student, received a grant 
from the univers ity's Consortium on Law 
and Values in Healt h, Environment & the 
Life Sciences for her project , "The Ro le of 
Investigative journalism in the History of 
Bioethics." 

Sada Reed, MA student in the mass 
communication track, presented a paper, 
"Sports Media's Maintenance of Gender 
Hierarchy: Ideo logies of Femininity 
Portrayed as 'Common Sense' in Women 's 
Olympic Coverage," at the European 
Association for Sociology of Sport confer
ence in May 2010, in Porto, Portugal. 

Voshil<azu Suzuld, M.A. student in the 
mass communication track, presented 
two papers in October 2010. The first 
was "Participatory Influence of Active 
Audiences: Superce ll and Miku Hatsune 
Transgressing t he Boundary of japanese 
Popular Cu lture" at the annual conference 
of the Midwest Popular Culture Associa
tion/American Culture Association in 
Minneapolis. The second was "The Courage 
to Pursue User-Generated Content 
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Creation: A Case Study of Webs ite Manage
ment by a Popular japanese Video Sharing 
Website" at MediaAsia 2010, the Asian 
Conference on Med ia and Mass 
Communication in Osaka, japan. 

Nangyal Tsering, M.A. student in the 
mass communication track, presented at 
the 94'h annual national confe rence of the 
Association for Education in journalism 
and Mass Communication in August 
2010 in Denver. His presentation in the 
Top Papers Session : Media Constructions 
of Multicultural Rea lit ies, "We lcome to 
America : The Star Tribune's Coverage of 
Tibetan Americans in Minnesota," was t he 
top student paper. 

Undergraduate 
Adam Giorgi, senior honors student in the 
strategic communications track, conducted 
a research survey over the spring and sum
mer for his honors thesis , which focuses on 
t he relevance of writ ing guidelines, includ
ing the usefu lness of AP style . He gathered 
input from communications professionals 
in journalism, public re lations and corporate 
communications. 

Ibrahim Hirsi , a junior in the professional 
journalism track and former Minnesota 
Daily staffer, spent the summer working 
for the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention in Kenya. He worked on a 
training program to prevent cholera 
outbreaks and produced a documentary 
for an organ ization, FilmAid, about conflict 
between Somali and Sudanese refugees at 
a camp in Dabaad. Hirsi, who is an alumnus 
of the Three Sixty journalism program at 
the University of St. Thomas in St. Paul , 
Minn ., also tried to replicate the program 
by teaching journalism, news eth ics and 
interviewing ski ll s to eight refugees. 

The Minnesota Daily and its staff mem
bers won numerous awards in the 2009 
Region 6 Mark of Excellence competition, 
sponsored by the Society of Professional 
journalists. Recognition included: 

• Best affiliated website, first place 

• Best all-around daily student newspaper, 
first place 

• Daily editorial board, editorial writing, 
first place 

• Daily staff, breaking news reporting, 
second place 

• SjMC student Jules Ameel, feature 
photography, first place 

• Briana Bierschbach (B.A, '09), online 
news reporting, first; breaking news 
report ing, first; feature writ ing, third 
place 

• Emma Carew (B.A., '09) and Jal<e 
Grovum (B.A., '09), general news 
reporting, first 

• SjMC student Robert Downs, feature 
writing, first place 

• Mcl<enna Ewen (B.A., '09), te levis ion 
sports repo rt ing, first place (for work 
done during a summer internship at the 
Star Tribune) 

• SjMC student Josh l<atzenstein, sports 
co lumn writing, first place 

• Andy Mannix (B.A., '09), in-depth 
reporting, first place 

What's in 

"A CAMERA FULL OF MY PHOTOS FROM I<ENYA!" says 
l<iya Edwards, class of '11. 

From dirt roads in Nakuru to the bustling st reets of Nairobi , Edwards 
recorded many memorable experiences while studying abroad in 
fall2009. A multitalented theater and broadcast journalism major 
in the College of Liberal Arts, Edwards attends the U with full-ride 
scholarships and a determination to do it all. 

"I wa nted to connect international studies with theater and journal 
ism, so I looked for a Third World country offering a program that 
included theater," Edward s says. 

After a safari in Nakuru and classes in Nairobi, Edwards headed to 
l<isumu, the city of President Barack Obama's famil y. 

"I worked wi th a group called Changez that focuses on youth develop
ment using theater as a tool for social change," she explains. 

Edwards acted, wrote scripts, participated in peer education, and 
edited and wrote articles. 

"My greatest accomplishment was writing the Changez song, which 
I taught to hi gh school students," Edwards says. "It's based on the ir 
problems and issues. The final verse is about how change can help 
them." 

To hear her song and see her photos of l<enya, go to giving.umn.edu, 
scroll through the slideshow and click on "l<iya Goes to l<enya ." 

Reprinted courtesy of Legacy magazine, published by the University of 
Minnesota Foundation. 
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DEVELOPMENT UPDATE 

Small gifts make huge impact 
on SJMC students 
In the whir of activity around us, especially in these challenging 
economic times, it's easy to forget that one relatively small act 
of l<indness can have a profound impact and create a deep and 
lasting legacy. 

Hilma L. Eckstrand created such a legacy 
when, on July 18, 1978, she signed her 

last will and testament, bequeathing the 

remains of a trust fund to the SJMC for 

the sole purpose of supporting "worthy 

and needy students in the University of 

Minnesota, School of Journalism." She 

ci·eated the fund out of gratitude for 

and in recognition of Herbert Berridge 
Elliston, her distinguished employer, 

mentor and friend. 

First, a little background: Elliston directed 

the Washington Post's editorial pages from 

1940 through 1953 and played a key role 

in modeling the Post into one of the coun

try's pre-eminent newspapers. Eckstrand, 

who was born in North Branch, Minn., 

moved in 1941 to Washington, D.C., 

where she became governess to Elliston's 

children. When he had a stroke in 1952, 

she added nursing care to her household 

duties. She later became the governess 

and housekeeper for Philip and Katharine 

Graham, who then were publishers of the 

Washington Post. 

When ill health forced Eckstrand to 

return to Minnesota in 1978, one of her 

last wishes was to honor Elliston. Given 

the SJMC's international stature, she felt 

this was the perfect place for that honor 

to take root. 

Today, her initial of gift of $350,000 has 

grown to a $1 million endowment. But 

that's only part of the story. Since the gift 

came to the SJMC in 1979, 479 students 
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have received support with awards 

totaling slightly more than $905,000! 

The skeptics among you might say, 
"Sure, but you'd never get those kinds 

of returns in today's market." This 

endowment has endured and grown 

through a number of volatile and bearish 

economic times, including a few recess

ions. Today, the endowment continues to 

support students as it has for 31 years. 

Of course, impact isn't just about 

numbers. It's about the accomplishments 

and experiences of students and alumni. 

Let's check in with just a few: 

"My scholarship came at a critical 
time in my career when I was 
paying my own way through grad 
school, managing the newsroom 
of the Minnesota Daily and 
serving as an editorial intern at 
an off-campus magazine called 
Community Television Review. 
Those were lean years for me, and 
patching together pots of money to 
continue my studies was always a 
problem. The Elliston scholarship 
was part of the solution." -l<evin 

Oiaz. '85, 1983-84 recipient, reporter and 

Washington correspondent for the Star 

Tribune 

"The [Elliston] scholarship was a 
huge factor in my being able to move 
to Washington, D.C., where I held 
post-graduate internships at the 

Washington Post and The Chronicle of 
Higher Education. Without the year of 
experience I gained in Washington, I 
would not have been able to land a job 
as prestigious as worl<ing at the Star 
Tribune, just one year out of college." 
-Emma Carew '09, 2008-09 recipient 

"The Elliston scholarship-combined 
with other scholarships, grants and 
part-time worl< (plus a bit of help from 
Mom)-helped me do the impossible: 
graduate in four years with no debt!" 
-Carl Hamm '06, 2005-06 recipient 

We all know how much the industry 

is changing and what a tough market 

journalists face. Yet these testimonials 

remind us that especially in such times 

the greatest gift any of us can give our 

students is an opportunity to graduate 

without crippling debt, as many graduates 

of earlier generations were able to do. 

Our joy in graduating wasn't dampened 

by the prospect of a giant student loan bill 

coming due in 12 months. Wouldn't it be 

great if current SJMC students could have 
the same experience? 

If your answer is yes, I would be very 

happy to tall< with you about possibilities. 

UMNI notes 

2DDDs 
l<elley Amunrud (B.A. '09) is a marketing 
research assistant at the marketing 
research firm Anderson, Niebuhr and 
Associates in Arden Hills, Minn. 

Benjamin Anderson (B.A. '08) works at 
the United States Census Bureau in 
Minneapolis as a census enumerator. 

l<arrah Anderson (B.A. '09) works as a 
production and design specialist at 
Redstamp.com, an online retailer in 
St. Louis Park, Minn. 

Scott Anderson (B.A. '06) graduated from 
the University of Illinois at Chicago 
College of Pharmacy. He will continue 
his graduate studies with a two-year 
pharmacy administration residency at the 
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center. 

Sarah Arendt (B.A. '09) is studying law at 
the University of Chicago. 

jeff Bakken (B.A. '00) is the public rela
tions and communications manager for 
the Minneapolis law firm of Gray Plant 
Mooty. Bakken and his wife, Kirsten, are 
the proud parents of twin boys. They live 
in Maple Grove, Minn. 

Carla Ballecer (B.S. '07) was part of a team 
from digital advertising firm RIGA that 
became one of four teams to represent 
the United States in the 2010 interna
tional Young Lions competition; 200 
teams competed. The contest is part of 
the Cannes Lions International Festival 
of Creativity. She and her partner won 
the U.S. cyber entry and received an all
expenses paid trip to France. 

Elisa Becl<er (B.A. '09) works as a 
receptionist at Target Corporation in 
Minneapolis. 

Anne Bowen (B.A. '09) works as an 
administrative assistant at O'Hara, 
Lindsay and Associates, a government 
relations finn in Lincoln, Neb. 

Molly Broman (B.A. '05) was hired in 
February 2010 as the editor of Lake 
Minnetonka Magazine, a monthly pub
lication serving the communities in the 
Minnetonka, Minn. , area. She continues 
to work as an associate photographer for 
Jan Kentala Photography in Burnsville, 
Minn. 

l<elsey Bucldey (B.A. '09) works as a 
paraplanner at Jack Buckley Financial, a 
financial adviser/investments company 
in Lake Elmo, Minn. 

Anne Catherine Bunkers (B.A. '09) is a 
search specialist at Nina Hale Consult
ing, a search engine marketing agency in 
Minneapolis. She previously worked as 
an interactive search coordinator at TMP 
Directional Marketing in Eden Prairie, 
Minn. 

Caitlin Butler (B.A. '09) is a teacher with 
Teach for America in Clarendon, Ark. She 
is pursuing a master's degree in education 
at Delta State University. 

Rachel Camann (B.A. '08) is a consumer
marketing intern at the Weber Shandwick 
public relations firm in Bloomington, 
Minn. 

Emma Carew (B .A. '09) has joined the news 
staff of the Star Tribune in Minneapolis. 

Amanda Champion (B.A. '09) works as a 
sales and design consultant at California 
Closets in Bloomington, Minn. 

Andrew Cummins (B.A. '09) now writes for 
his hometown newspaper, The Torrington 
Telegram, in Wyoming. 

Rachel Desjarlais (B.A. '09) works as an 
assistant interactive media planner at 
MRM Worldwide, a digital advertising 
agency in Minneapolis. 

Hilary Dickinson (B.A. '08) is a reporter for 
the Beloit Daily News, in Beloit, Wis. 

Rachel Drewelow (B.A. '08) works as a 
community reporter for the Austin Daily 

Herald and Southern Minnesota 
Magazine in Austin, Minn. 

Em me Drews (B.A. '05) is a manager in 
engagement management at Organic 
Inc. , a digital communications agency in 
New York City. 

Mohan J. Dutta (Ph.D. '01) has been 
appointed associate dean for research 
and graduate education in the College 
of Liberal Arts at Purdue University. He 
also has been appointed the Lim Chong 
Yah Professor of Communication & 
New Media at the National University of 
Singapore. 

Zach Eisendrath (B.A. '09) works as the 
assistant director of communications at 
the Mountain West Conference of the 
NCAA in Colorado Springs, Colo. His 
communications internship with the 
Denver Broncos during the 2009-10 foot
ball season first exposed him to the world 
of sports communications. 

Anna Ewart (B.A. '09) works as a business 
analyst for i-metrics and communications 
at H. B. Fuller in St. Paul, Minn. 

Mcl<enna Ewen (B.A. '09) placed seventh 
with a $500 award in the television 
division of the 2009-10 Hearst Journalism 
Awards Program. The competitions are 
open to 110 member colleges and uni
versities with undergraduate journalism 
programs accredited by the Accrediting 
Council on Education in Journalism and 
Mass Communication. Ewen completed 
his senior thesis project, "Rubbed Out," in 
collaboration with reporter James Shiffer 
of the Star Tribune. 

l<risten Fellows (B.A. '09) works for Red 
Bull North America in St. Paul, Minn., as 
a Wiiings team member. 

Santiago Fernandez-Gimenez (M.A. '09) 

works at the University of Minnesota
Twin Cities as a Web project manager/ 
information architect. 
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Michael D. Fibison (M.A. '08) is vice 
president of Media General, an indepen
dent communications company in Rich
mond, Va. Previously, he was a reporter 
for the Post-Bulletin in Rochester, Minn. 

Eli Flasher (B.A. '09) now holds the job of 
booking assistant at the First Avenue 
concert venue in Minneapolis. 

Victoria Fuhrman (B.A. '09) is an assistant 
teacher at St. Andrew Early Childhood 
Center in Eden Prairie, Minn. She plans to 
complete a master's degree in early child
hood and elementary education. 

Matt Guth (B.A. '09) works as a data 
manager at Professional Meters Inc., a 
construction company in Morris, Ill. 
Previously, he worked as a freelance writer 
for the Star Tribune in Minneapolis. 

Heidi Hanse (B.A. '09) works as editor for 
her hometown newspaper, the Lake 
County Leader, in Polson, Mont. She pre
viously held the position of sports editor. 

Natalie Harnson (B.A. '08) works as an 
assistant media planner for the Haworth 
Marketing + Media advertising agency 
in Minneapolis. 

Rachel Hemsey (B.A. '09) is a teacher for 
Teach For America in New York City. She 
received a master's degree in education 
at Hunter College. 

Marlys Huismann (B.A. '09) is an intake 
specialist at Community Action Program, 
a nonprofit organization in Rosemount, 
Minn. 

Jennifer Hull<e (B.A. '09) works as a 
product specialist for Best Buy Inc., in 
Richfield, Minn. 

Megan Ireland (B.A. '09) works as a pro
duction manager at Well & Lighthouse 
LLC., an Internet and new media political 
consulting firm in Washington, D.C. 

Shadetra Johnson (M.A. '08) works as a 
marketing manager at Vision-Ease Lens 
in Ramsey, Minn. Previously, she worked 
as a recruiting specialist for the University 
of Minnesota men's basketball team. 
She now is pursuing a master's in mass 
communications at the University of 
North Carolina. 
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Emily Jolly (B.A. '09) is an interactive 
project manager at Preston Kelly, a 
Minneapolis marketing communications 
agency. 

Courtney l<eller (B.A. '09) works at TMP 
Directional Marketing in Des Plaines, Ill., 
as a search engine marketing product 
coordinator. 

Lisa l<alis (B.A. '09) is an administrative 
assistant for Minneapolis Financial 
Group-MassMutual in Minneapolis. 

Mackenzie l<elley (B.A. '09) works at the 
Better Business Bureau in St. Paul, 
Minn., as an accredited business services 
representative and event coordinator. 

l<evin l<een (B.A. '09) is a reporter for 
WQOW-TV, the ABC affiliate in Eau 
Claire, Wis. 

Bethany Ann I< han (B.A. '09) is a 
freelance multimedia journalist at Khan 
Photography in Brooklyn Park, Minn. 
Her previous communications job was 
as an event planner for Waterford Manor 
in Minneapolis. 

Anthony l<iei<Ow (B.A. '09) works as a 
reporter for KSAX News, the ABC affiliate 
in Alexandria, Minn. 

Jenna Langer (B.A. '08) is an account exec
utive for the public relations firm Powell 
Tate/Weber Shandwick in Washington, 
D.C. She previously interned at Padilla 
Speer Beardsley in Minneapolis. 

Phoebe Larson (M.A. '08) works as an 
editorial director at Hamline University 
in St. Paul, Minn. Previously, she worked 
as a staff writer at Greenspring Media 
Group in Minneapolis. 

l<atelyn Latawiec (B.A. '09) works as a 
communications specialist for Chet's 
Shoes, a safety shoe retail business in 
Circle Pines, Minn. 

Rebecca Lechner (B.A., '00) joined Weber 
Shandwick's health care group. She 
previously worked in the firm's financial 
services group. 

Douachee Lee (B.A. '09) works at 
Admission Possible, a nonprofit college 
access program in St. Paul, Minn., as a 
college coach. 

Brice Lehner (B.A. '09) works at the 
Morrison County Record in Little Falls, 
Minn., as a sports editor. 

l<irsten Lesai<-Greenberg (B.A. '09) is an 
assistant account executive at Padilla 
Speer Beardsley in Minneapolis. 

Ash leigh Lincoln (B .A. '09) works as a 
marketing generalist at Ultralingua, a 
software company in Minneapolis. 

Brandi Alicia Marie Linderman (B.A. '04) 

has been awarded a fellowship from 
The Consortium for Graduate Study in 
Management. Linderman is using the 
fellowship to pursue a master's in 
business administration at the Tuck 
School of Business at Dartmouth College 
in Hanover, N.H. 

Sara Loca (B.A. '09) interns at Axiom 
Marketing Communications, a public 
relations agency in Bloomington, Minn. 

l<elly Mangus (B.A. '09) works as a public 
relations associate at Weber Shand wick 
in Chicago. 

Melissa Matthews (B.A. '09) now attends 
Miami Ad School in Minneapolis. 

Whitney Mcintosh (B.A. '08) works as an 
assistant account executive at Strother 
Communications Group, a public rela
tions/marketing firm in Minneapolis. 

Jacob l<ittilstad (B.A., '10), and former 
student Taja West both were nominated for 
the 2010 Midwest Regional Emmys while still 
students at the SJMC. l<ittilstad's entry was 
on "iPhone Text Security," and West's was on 
"Art Shanty Projects." l<ittilstad now works as 
a reporter at Fox 21 News in Duluth, Minn. 

Lucas Middendorf (B.A. '09) works on the 
field staff in St. Cloud, Minn., for Campus 
Crusade for Christ, a Christian ministry. 

Emily Miller (B.A. '09) is attending graduate 
school at the University of Pittsburgh, 
pursuing a degree in library and informa
tion science. 

Emma Naegeli (B.A. '08) is a project man
ager at Visions Inc., a print and graphic 
design company in Brooklyn Park, Minn. 

l<elly O'Connor (B.A. '09) works as a com
munications associate at the University 
of Minnesota's Academic Health Center 
in Minneapolis. She previously worked 
as a reception area supervisor and special 
events support staffer at the University of 
Minnesota's College of Education and 
Human Development. 

Amy E. Olson (M.A. in health journalism '04; 

B.A. '99) joined the staff of the University 
of Minnesota School of Journalism and 
Mass Communication as the school's 
communications manager in November, 
after spending 10 years as a reporter and 
editor at newspapers in Minnesota and 
Wisconsin. 

Joy Peterson (B.A. '09) is an editorial intern 
at MSP Communications in Minneapolis. 
She is pursuing an advanced degree in 
divinity and religious studies at Bethel 
Seminary in St. Paul, Minn. 

l<yle Pleggenlwhle (B.A. '08) works 
as a digital media analyst at Olson, 
a Minneapolis advertising agency. 
Previously, he worked as a Web analytics 
specialist at the Minneapolis office of 
MRM Worldwide, a digital advertising 
agency. 

Aimee Prasel< (M.A. '10) made it to fourth 
place in votes for her audition with the 
Oprah Winfrey Network, pitching the 
concept of a program focusing on well
ness. Prasek is enrolled in the University of 
Minnesota's doctorate in nursing program. 

Sada Reed (B.A. '03) is entering her second 
year of master's studies at the University 
of Minnesota School of Journalism and 
Mass Communication. She presented 
a paper, "Sports Media's Maintenance 
of Gender Hierarchy: Ideologies of 
Femininity Portrayed as 'Common Sense' 

in Women's Olympic Coverage," 
at the European Association for 
Sociology of Sport conference in 
Porto, Portugal, in May 2010. 

Melissa Ritter (B.A. '09) works as a 
business development representa
tive at Epicor, a software company 
in Minneapolis. 

Danielle Schumann (B.A. '09) works 
as a public relations coordinator 
at the Ordway Center for the 
Performing Arts in St. Paul, Minn. 

Cassandra Shaver (B.A. '09) works 
in account services at Olson, an 
advertising agency in Minneapolis. 
She previously held the position 
of marketing coordinator at 
Advanced Web in Minneapolis. 

Courtney Sinner (B.A. '09) works 
as an online editor/multimedia 
producer for the Bismarck 
Tribune in Bismarck, N.D. Her 
interest in newspapers started 
when she worked as a reporter 
intern for Detroit Lakes 
Newspapers/Forum Communi
cations in Detroit Lakes, Minn. 

Michele Norris (B.A. 'OS) host of National Public 
Radio's All Things Considered, made a presentation at 
the Humphrey School of Public Affairs at the University 
of Minnesota in October 2010, discussing her newest 
book, "The Grace of Silence: A Memoir." 

Sara Snyder (B.A. '09) works as a graphic 
designer at Motivation, a marketing 
agency in Minneapolis. 

Joe Sonl<a (B.A. '07) has taken a job with 
Ackmann & Dickenson, a Minneapolis
based company focusing on interactive 
strategy, Web and application development 
and Internet marketing. Sonka is an 
account manager responsible for a wide 
range of clients. 

Carly Sparpana (B.A. '09) is a marketing 
coordinator for Anchor Plastics Inc. in 
Golden Valley, Minn. The company 
specializes in plastic injection molding 
and engineering. 

Mil<el J. Sporer (B.A. '09) continued his 
education by completing a law degree. 

Emily Sticl<ler (B.A. '09) works at Zywave 
Inc., an insurance marketing technology 
company in Milwaukee, as a communica
tions writer. 

l<elly Stolpa (B.A. '09) now attends the 
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point to 

pursue a bachelor of arts in English and 
secondary education. 

Connor Stowe (B.A. '09) is the country 
director for India at Rustic Pathways, a 
teen travel camp in Willoughby, Ohio. 

Tony Tellijohn (B.A. '01) is an Internet mar
keting director at Ackmann & Dickenson, 
an application and Web development 
company in Minneapolis. He develops 
and executes strategies for search engine 
optimization, pay-per-click advertising, 
social media and other online marketing. 

Alissa Thielman (B.A. '08) works at 
Canterbury Park in Shakopee, Minn., 
as a marketing intern. 

Julie Thomas (B.A. '09) is the sports 
information director at Bethany 
Lutheran College in Mankato, Minn. 
She coordinates athletic communication 
and events. 

Stephanie Trow (B.A. '10) has been 
promoted to account executive with 
Tunheim Partners in Minneapolis. Trow 
joined Tunheim as an intern in June 2010. 
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Trow was a recipient of the Dr. Willard 
Thompson Scholarship and the PRSA 
President's Award in 2010. 

Allison Troyer (B.A. '08) works as a para
legal specialist at the office of chief 
counsel at the Internal Revenue Service 
in Laguna Niguel, Calif. 

Scott B. Tuska (B.A. '09) works as a Web 
editor for Twin Cities Metro Magazine at 
Tiger Oak Publications in Minneapolis. 

Allison Wielder (B.A. '09) works at the 
Herald Times Reporter in Manitowoc, 
Wis., as an education reporter and online 
copy editor. 

Lori Wolter (B.A. '09) works with the 
AmeriCorps Minnesota Reading Corps 
as an elementary reading tutor in 
St. Cloud, Minn. 

Marie Zhuii<Dv (M.A. '05, B.A. '86) 

was appointed to a three-year term 
as communications adviser to the 
Environmental Protection Agency's 
national Board of Scientific Counselors, 
a 15-member board of scientists and 
engineers who are experts in their fields. 
She will be reviewing the communications 
components of EPA research proposals. 

1990s 
The Health Communications Divisions 
of the National Communication 
Association and the International 
Communications association named 
1<. "Vish" Vi swanath (Ph.D., '90) as their 
outstanding health communication 
scholar for 2010. Viswanath is an associate 
professor at the Harvard School of Public 
Health. 

1980s 
Sam Richter's (B.A. '89) book, "Take the 
Cold Out of Cold Calling," has won three 
sales book of the year awards and is in its 
fifth edition. 

l<aren Wright (B.A. '87) is the operations 
director and host of "Minnesota Morn
ing" at KMSU /KMSK radio. She received 
first-place honors from the Minnesota 
Associated Press for a special broadcast 
on autism awareness at the 2010 Midwest 
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Journalism Conference in Bloomington, 
Minn., in April. Wright resides in Mankato, 
Minn., with her husband, Jeff Pribyl, and 
sons Grant, 6, and Blake, 3. 

1970s 
Michael H. Anderson (M.A. '74; B.A. '68), 

a senior foreign service officer with the 
U.S. State Department, recently returned 
from four years in Jakarta, Indonesia, 
where he served as counselor for public 
affairs at the U.S. Embassy. He now is 
living in Washington, D.C. 

Jim Bowden (Ph.D. American stud ies '70; B.A. 

'55) has published a novel, "Reve Americ
ain," under his pen name, Greenfield Jones. 

Everette E. Dennis (Ph.D., '75) will join 
Northwestern University in Qatar June 1 as 
its dean. Dennis serves as chairman of the 
Communication and Media Management 
department and as director of the Center 
for Communications at Fordham Univer
sity's Graduate School of Business. Dennis 
previously worked with Ambassador 
Richard Holbrooke and Henry Kissinger 
as the founding president of the American 
Academy in Berlin, led the Media Studies 
Center at Columbia University and served 
as director of graduate studies for the 
School of Journalism and Mass Communi
cation at the University of Minnesota. 

Greg Gordon (B.A. '73), along with col
leagues Kevin G. Hall and Chris Adams 
of McClatchy Newspapers, were finalists 
for the 2010 Pulitzer Prize in reporting on 
national affairs for their examination of 
the nation's financial collapse and notably 
a powerful series on the involvement of 
Goldman Sachs, leading to federal inqui
ries into Goldman's practices. Gordon was 
featured in the spring 2010 issue of the 
Murphy Reporter. 

Michael J. Strauss (B.A., '75) is the 
author of "The Viability of Territorial 
Leases in Resolving International 
Sovereignty Disputes," published by 
Editions L'Harmattan in Paris. The 
book is the first examination of this rarely 
used method of settling sovereignty con
flicts, and assesses the few existing cases 
to identify conditions that can lead to its 
successful application elsewhere. 

1950s 
Philip C. Meyer (B.A. '59) co-authored 
"Senseless Panic: How Washington 
Failed America" with former FDIC 
chairman William M. Isaac. The book, 
which includes a foreword by former 
Federal Reserve Board Chairman Paul 
Volcker, compares regulatory agency 
actions during the banking and savings 
and loan crisis of the 1980s with the 
government's response to the 2008 
meltdown that allowed the failure of a 
comparative handful of institutions to 
nearly shut down the world's financial 
system. John Wiley & Sons published 
the book in June 2010. A financial 
journalist, Meyer spent most of his career 
at Washington, D. C.-based Golembe 
Associates, Inc., and The Secura Group 
(now LECG Global Financial Services), 
specializing in public policy governing 
banking and financial services. For many 
years, he was a columnist for the U.S. 
Banker and Bank Marketing magazines 
and a contributing editor to The Golembe 
Reports. He also served as editor-in-chief 
of Banking Policy Report from 1989 to 
1998. His other book credits include 
editor of "But I Never Made A Loan" 
(2009), a memoir by Carter H. Golembe, a 
leading authority on the banking business 
and the way it is regulated, and co-author 
of"Key Banking Issues Entering the New 
Millennium" (1999). 

1940s 
Margaret Farnell Maunder (B.A. '41) has 
published a book, "Those Darn Lawyers," 
through xlibris.com. It recounts her 
experiences with lawyers and judges as 
an award-winning journalist. 

Let us l<now what you're doing. 
l<eep in touch with the University of 
Minnesota School of journalism and Mass 
Communication and your fellow alumni by 
e-mailing us at sjmc@umn.edu. 

Include your name, degree, graduation year, 
street address, city, state, zip code and 
phone number. 

IN MEMORIAM 

Brian Anderson (B.A. '66), editor of Mpls.St.Paul Magazine for 
33 years, died March 16, 2010, after a nine-month struggle with 
leukemia. He was 65. Anderson played a key role in shaping the 
careers of many journalists in the Twin Cities and beyond dur
ing the longest tenure of any current city magazine editor in the 
United States. 

He was honored in winter 2010 with the lifetime achievement 
award from the City and Regional Magazine Association. "The 
city magazine industry will forever have the indelible mark left 
by Brian Anderson . He had a significant impact on the entire 
editorial and content philosophies for the entire city magazine 
industry," CRMA executive director James Dowden said. 

Former Gov. Tim Pawlenty declared Feb. 13, 2010, Brian 
Anderson Day. 

Anderson was a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of SJMC and worked 
as a staff member of The Minnesota Daily while a student. 
Following graduation, he worked six years as a reporter for the 
former Minneapolis Tribune, three years in corporate relations, 
and two years in Washington, D.C., as a writer, researcher and 
speechwriter for then-U.S. Sen. Walter Mondale. He joined what 
was then called MPLS magazine in 1970, when its staff consisted 
of 12 members. He became editor in 1977. 

He was an avid cross-country skier and a proud member 
and former president of the American Swedish Institute in 
Minneapolis. He is survived by his wife, Kari Shannon-Anderson; 
two children; and two stepchildren. 

MPR NewsQ quoted MSP Communications President Gary 
Johnson as saying Anderson spent "33 years as a journalist 
without being strident, without being mean-spirited, and without 
making fun at other people's expense. He was a steady, positive, 
constructive and enlightened journalist." 

Johnson said Anderson will be remembered for his quiet, kind 
manner. 

"He was fairly spare and very level in his temperament and in his 
output," Johnson said. ''I've worked with Brian for the past 32 years 
and he is a city magazine editor of the highest order - a superb 
writer, an empowering manager and he's been a consistent and 
steady influence in guiding the content mission of the magazine." 

Brian Lucas, who described Anderson as a mentor, wrote a 
tribute to him on www.leadershipandcommunity.com. "He loved 
Minnesota:' Lucas wrote, "and he did his best to shine a light on 
what makes our community special. His columns in the magazine 
showed off his sense of humor and his sense of perspective about 

what makes this a great place to live." 

In a Star Tribune story, Burt Cohen, former longtime Mpls. 
St. Paul publisher, said Anderson "was able to help people lead 
a better life in this community. That was the whole point of the 
magazine. He understood that and succeeded at that." 

Roy E. Carter, Jr., retired professor of journalism, sociology and 
Latin American studies at the University of Minnesota, died 
Oct. 6, 2010, in Minneapolis. He was 88. 

After a career as a newspaper reporter, editor and editorial 
writer in Minnesota, Kansas, Texas and Idaho, Carter earned a 
master's degree at the University of Minnesota and a doctorate at 
Stanford University. He was a professor at the University of North 
Carolina-Chapel Hill before joining the University of Minnesota 
(1958- 1990). His research topics included relationships between 
the press and the medical profession, survey methods, sampling, 
audience analysis, civil liberties and media and pioneer work in 
educational television. 

Apart from his work at Minnesota and other U.S. universities, 
Carter also taught at several Caribbean, Central American and 
South American institutions. Carter held three Fulbright awards 
in Latin America and received an honorary degree from the 
University of Chile in recognition of his research in Latin An1erica 
and his contributions to inter-American understanding. 

His Latin American work included youth studies, media use 
analyses, family planning research, pre-electoral polls and 
occupational prestige and mobility analyses. 

Carter was listed in Who's Who in America from 1976 onward. 
He is survived by his wife, Monica; three daughters and their 
mother, Ruby; and his grandson, Brian. 

l<en Wisneski (B.A. '75), author of the "Old Liberal" column 
in the Stillwater Gazette, died Jan. 28,2010, of congestive heart 
failure. He was 76. 

His column ran for more than 20 years and "had an avid following," 
according to the Gazette's publisher, Mark Berriman, who was 
quoted in a Star Tribune obituary. "They waited for his weekly 
column, which took on a life of its own. It was full of humor, and 
you know it was his voice coming through his character. Readers 
had kind words for him and thanked him for his work." 

Wisneski was known for his book reviews in the Star Tribune, 
his work for Minnesota Sun Newspapers and his love of fishing 
and golfing. He is survived by two children, one stepchild, four 
grandchildren and one great-grandchild . 

Wisneski began his career as a reporter for Sun Newspapers, won 
several awards and rose to executive editor in the 1970s. He also 
worked as a writing consultant for area businesses and mentored 
many young writers. 
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